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Introduction
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Round Table (GLBTRT) of the American Library Association (ALA) was founded in 1970 as ALA’s Task Force on Gay Liberation. It is the nation's first gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender professional organization. The GLBT Round Table Newsletter was published sporadically since the founding of the organization. It was published under numerous titles and ISSN numbers over the years (1045-2893; 1533-7219; 4585-8362; and 3607-0176):

- Gay Task Force News 1974-79
- Conference Newsletters 1981 – 1985
- Gay Task Force Newsletter 1986 – 1987 [possible name]
- Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgendered Task Force Newsletter, 2001 – 2010
- Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgender Task Force Newsletter, 2011 – present

The following is a list of all known copies of the Newsletter with links to digital copies of each issue. This index covers issues listed below (Volume 1:1 Spring 1988 to present). If you know of, or possess issues, not listed, contact:

American Librarian Association
Office of Literacy and Outreach Services (OLOS)
50 E. Huron Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611-2795
(800) 545-2433 ext. 4294
Fax: 312-280-3256
Email: olos@ala.org
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Articles without Titles

1988 Annual Conference (New Orleans)
...Schedule 1.1(Sp88):6
1988 Midwinter Meeting (San Antonio)
...Report 1.1(Sp88):2-3; 4.1 (Sp 93):4
1989 Midwinter Meeting (Washington, DC)
...Schedule 1.3(W88):1
1990 Annual Conference (Chicago)
...Schedule 2.4(Su90):1
1991 Annual Conference (Atlanta)
...City Guide 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):1
...Schedule 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):1; 3.3 (Fa91):4
1991 Midwinter Meeting (Chicago)
...City Guide 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):1
...Report 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):3
...Schedule 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):1; 3.4(W91):1
...Social 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):1
1992 Annual Conference (San Francisco)
...Report 4.3(Fa92):1
...Schedule 4.1(Sp92):2; 4.2(Su92):1; 4.3(Fa92):4
1992 Midwinter Meeting (San Antonio)
...Schedule 4.4(W92):1, 2
1993 Annual Conference (New Orleans)
...Schedule 5.2(Su93):1, 2
1997 Annual Conference (San Francisco)
...Schedule 9.1(Sp97):4,8; 9.3(Fa97):4
1998 Annual Conference (Washington, DC)
...Schedule 10.2(Su98):4,5,6
1999 Annual Conference (New Orleans)
...City Guide 5.1(Sp93):7
...Schedule 11.2(Su99):1,4, 5-6
1999 Midwinter Meeting (Philadelphia)
...Schedule 10.4(W98):3-4
2000 Annual Conference (Chicago)
...Schedule 12.1(Sp00):3-4; 12.2(Su00):3,6-7
2001 Annual Conference (San Francisco)
...Schedule 13.1(Sp01):1; 13.2(Su01):1,5-6
2001 Midwinter Meeting (Washington, DC)
...Schedule 12.4(W00):1,6-7
2002 Annual Conference (Atlanta)
...Preconference “Different Voices, Common Quest Adult Literacy and Outreach in Libraries”
14.3(Fa02):7
...Schedule 14.2(Su02):1,5-6
2002 Midwinter Meeting (New Orleans)
...Schedule 13.4(W01):2-3
...Social 14.4(W02):4
2003 Annual Conference (Toronto)
...City Guide 15.2(Su03):5; 15.2(Su03):3
...Schedule 15.2(Su03):4
...Social 15.1(Sp03):4
2003 Midwinter Meeting (Philadelphia)
...City Guide 14.4(W02):5
...Schedule 14.4(W02):4
2004 Annual Conference (Orlando)
...City Guide 16.2(Su04):5
...Schedule 15.2(Su 04):4
...Social 16.2(Su04):4
2004 Midwinter Meeting (San Diego)
...City Guide 15.4(W03):5
...Schedule 15.4(W03):4
...Social 15.4(W03):4
2005 Annual Conference (Chicago)
...City Guide 17.2(Su05):4,5
...Schedule 17.2(Su05):4
2005 Midwinter Meeting (Boston)
...City Guide 16.4(W04):4,5
...Schedule 16.4(W04):4
...Social 16.4(W04):4
2006 Annual Conference (New Orleans)
...City Guide 18.2(Su06):5
...Schedule 18.2(Su06):2,4
2006 Midwinter Meeting (San Antonio)
...City Guide 17.4(W05):5
...Schedule 17.4(W05):4
...Social 17.4(W05):4
2007 Annual Conference (Washington, DC)
...City Guide 19.2(Su07):3
...Schedule 19.2(Su07):2
2007 Midwinter Meeting (Seattle)
...City Guide 18.4(W06):3
...Schedule 18.4(W06):2
2008 Annual Conference (Anaheim)
...City Guide 20.2(Su08):3
...Schedule 20.2(Su08):1, 2
2008 Midwinter Meeting (Philadelphia)
...City Guide 19.4(W07):3
...Schedule 19.4(W07):3
2009 Annual Conference (Chicago)
...City Guide 21.2(Su09):2-3
...Schedule 21.2(Su09):5
2009 Midwinter Meeting (Denver)
...City Guide 20.4(W08):3
...Schedule 20.4(W08):2
2010 Annual Conference (Washington, DC)
...City Guide 22.2(Su10):5
...Schedule 22.1(Sp10):5; 22.2(Su10):7
2010 Midwinter Meeting (Boston)
...City Guide 21.4(W09):5-6
...Schedule 21.4(W09):3
2011 Annual Conference (New Orleans)
...Schedule 23.2(Su11):3
2011 Midwinter Meeting (San Diego)
...Schedule 22.4(W10):3
2012 Midwinter Meeting (Dallas)
...Schedule 23.3(W12):2
...Social 23.3(W12):1
2012 Annual Conference (Anaheim)
...Programming 23.3(W12):3
...Schedule 24.2(Su12):2
...Social 24.2(Su12):1

About the Newsletter
...GLBTRT 13.1(Sp01):2; 13.2(Su01):2; 13.4(W01):1; 14.1(Sp02):3; 14.2(Su02):2; 14.3(Fa02):3;
...14.4(W02):3; 15.1(Sp03):4; 15.2(Su03):3; 15.3(Fa03):4; 15.4(W03):7; 16.1(Sp04):1;
...16.2(Su04):3; 16.3(Fa04):4; 16.4(W04):3; 17.1(Sp05):5; 17.2(Su05):2; 17.3(Fa05):1;
...17.4(W05):3; 18.1(Sp06):6; 18.2(Su06):3; 18.3(Fa06):3; 18.4(W06):2; 19.1(Sp07):2;
...19.2(Su07):2; 19.3(Fa07):2; 19.4(W07):2; 20.1(Sp08):2; 20.2(Su08):2; 20.3(Fa08):2;
...20.4(W08):2; 21.1(Sp09):2; 21.2(Su09):2; 21.3(Fa09):2; 21.4(W09):2; 22.1(Sp10):2;
...22.2(Su10):2; 22.3(Fa10):2; 22.4(W10):2; 23.1(Sp11):2; 23.2(Su11):2; 24.1(Sp12):2; 24.3(Su
...Supp12): 2
...GLBTF 9.2(Su97):2; 9.3(Fa97):2; 9.4(W97):2; 10.1(Sp98):2; 10.2(Su98):2; 10.3(Fa98):2;
...10.4(W98):2; 11.1(Sp99):2; 11.2(Su99):2; 11.3(Fa99):2; 11.4(W99):2; 12.1(Sp00):2;
...12.2(Su00):2; 12.3(Fa00):2; 12.4(W00):2
...GLTF 1.3(W88):6; 5.1(Sp93):14; 5.2(Su93):12
Anzaldua, Gloria Evangelina
...Obituary 16.2(Su04):3
Book Awards 1.1(Sp88):3-4; 5.1(Sp93):5; 10.1(Sp98):9-10; 10.2(Su98):8-9; 11.4(W99):1;
...12.1(Sp00):4; 12.3(Fa00):4; 12.4(W00):4-5; 13.2(Su01):7; 13.3(Fa01):3; 14.1(Sp02):3;
...14.3(Fa02):3
...Awards Breakfast/Brunch 9.1(Sp97):9; 9.2(Su97):1,5; 9.3(Fa97):1,3; 10.2(Su98):1;
...10.3(Fa98):1; 11.1(Sp99):1; 11.2(Su99):1; 11.3(Fa99):1, 6, 7; 11.2(Su99):4; 13.3(Fa01):2;
14.1(Sp02):1; 14.3(Fa02):2; 15.1(Sp03):5; 15.2(Su03):5; 15.4(W03):4; 16.1(Sp04):2; 16.2(Su04):4; 18.1(Sp06):4; 18.2(Su06):4; 19.2(Su07):3; 19.3(Fa07):2
......Registration Form 10.1(Sp98):3; 10.2(Su98):4;
......Call for Members 11.1(Sp99):4
......Call for Nominations 3.3 (Fa91):6; 9.1(Sp97):9; 9.2(Su97):11; 11.3(Fa99):8-9; 12.2(Su00):5; 17.2(Su05):3
......Committee 2.4(Su90):3; 12.2(Su00):5; 15.4(W03):2-3
......Endowment 20.3(Fa08):3; 22.2(Su10):7
......News 9.4(W97):5, 9
......Report 14.4(W02):3
......Winners 1.2(Fa88):1; 2.3(Sp90):1-2; 3.3/4 (Sp/Su 91):1-2; 4.2(Su92):3; 4.3(Fa92):3-4; 5.2(Su93):4; 9.1(Sp97):1; 10.1(Sp98):1; 11.1(Sp99):6; 14.1(Sp02):1; 15.1(Sp03):5; 15.2(Su03):2; 16.1(Sp04):2; 16.2(Su04):7; 16.3(Fa04):3-4; 17.1(Sp05):5; 17.3(Fa05):2; 18.1(Sp06):4; 18.3(Fa06):3; 19.1(Sp07):5; 20.1(Sp08):2; 21.1 (Sp 04):4; 22.1(Sp10):1
Bylaws 1.2(Fa88):4-7; 10.1(Sp98):5-9
Calendar: 24.1(Sp12):1; 24.2(Su12):16; 24.3(Su Supp12):16
Call for Writers 20.3(Fa08):6; 20.4(W08):2
Call for Volunteers 3.3 (Fa91):2-3; 4.4(W92):3; 9.1(Sp97):9; 9.2(Su97):5; 9.3(Fa97):11; 10.2(Su98):9; 10.3(Fa98):10; 10.4(W98):2; 11.1(Sp99):6; 11.2(Su99):4; 11.3(Fa99):11; 11.4(W99):3; 12.3(Fa00):3; 12.4(W00):3; 13.2(Su01):7; 13.3(Fa01):3; 14.2(Su02):3; 15.1(Sp03):6; 15.3(Fa03):2; 7; 15.4(W03):7; 16.1(Sp04):7; 16.2(Su04):7; 16.3(Fa04):7; 16.4(W04):7; 17.1(Sp05):7; 17.2(Su05):7; 17.3(Fa05):10; 17.4(W05):10; 18.1(Sp06):10; 18.2(Su06):10; 18.3(Fa06):10; 18.4(W06):4
Clay, Amanda
......Member Profile 23.1(Sp11):4
Clearinghouse See Website / Clearinghouse
Clendinen, James Dudley
......Obituary See Website / Clearinghouse
D’Erasmo, Stacey. 24.2(Su12):7
De Blasé Papers

...Inventory Completed 18.1(Sp06):3
...Inventory Project 17.2(Su05):3
Diversity Fair 10.2(Su98):7; 10.3(Fa98):7; 16.1(Sp04):6; 16.2(Su04):5
...2007 19.2(Su07):7
......LA&M Road Show Takes Second Place 19.3(Fa07):5

Dreher, Sarah A.
...Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12):2

Election Committee 11.1(Sp99):3; 11.3(Fa99):8
...Call for Candidates 11.4(W99):2; 12.1(Sp00):2; 12.2(Su00):2; 23.3(W12):3
External Relations Committee 12.2(Su00):3; 15.2(Su03):3; 15.3(Fa03):2; 15.4(W03):2;
16.2(Su04):1; 17.1(Sp05):2; 18.3(Fa06):2
...Call for Volunteers 18.3(Fa06):2

Facebook 24.3(Su Supp12):4

Figueroa, Miguel. 24.2(Su12):8

Fleming, Michael. 24.2(Su12):6

From the Chair 23.3(W12):1; 24.2(Su12):1; 24.3(Su Supp12): 1
From the Chair-Elect 23.3(W12):2

From the Co-Chairs 1.1(Sp88):1-2; 1.2(Fa88):1; 1.3(W88):1; 3.3 (Fa91):1-2; 3.4(W91):1-2;
4.1(Sp92):1-2; 4.2(Su92):2; 4.3(Fa92):2-3; 4.4(W92):3; 5.1(Sp93):1-3; 5.2(Su93):2-3; 9.1 (Sp 97: 2-3; 9.2(Sp97):2; 9.3(Fa97):2; 9.4(W97):2-3; 10.1(Sp98):2-3; 10.2(Su98):2-3; 10.3(Fa98):2-3;
10.4(W98):2; 11.1(Sp99):2-3; 11.2(Su99):2-3; 11.3(Fa99):2-3; 11.4(W99):2; 12.1(Sp00):2-3;
12.2(Su00):2; 12.3(Fa00):2-3; 12.4(W00):2; 13.1(Sp01):2; 13.2(Su01):2-3; 13.3(Fa01):1;
13.4(W01):1; 14.2(Su02):2; 14.3(Fa02):1; 14.4(W02):1; 15.1(Sp03):1-2; 15.2(Su03):1;
15.3(Fa03):1; 15.4(W03):1; 16.1(Sp04):1; 16.2(Su04):1; 16.3(Fa04):1-2; 16.4(W04):1;
17.1(Sp05):1; 17.2(Su05):1; 17.3(Fa05):1; 17.4(W05):1; 18.1(Sp06):1; 18.2(Su06):1;
18.3(Fa06):1; 19.2(Su07):1; 19.3(Fa07):1; 20.3(Fa08):1-2; 21.3(Fa09):1-2; 22.3(Fa10):1, 5

From the Editor 5.2(Sp93):3; 9.1(Sp97):1; 9.2(Su97):1; 9.3(Fa97):1; 9.4(W97):1, 5; 10.1(Sp98):1;
10.2(Su98):1; 10.3(Fa98):1; 10.4(W98):1; 11.1(Sp99):1; 11.2(Su99):1; 11.3(Fa99):1;
11.4(W99):1; 12.1(Sp00):1; 12.2(Su00):1; 12.3(Fa00):1; 12.4(W00):1; 13.3(Fa01):1;
14.1(Sp02):1; 14.3(Fa02):1; 15.1(Sp03):1; 15.2(Su03):1; 15.3(Fa03):1; 15.4(W03):1;
16.1(Sp04):1; 16.2(Su04):1; 16.3(Fa04):1; 16.4(W04):1; 17.1(Sp05):1; 17.2(Su05):1;
17.3(Fa05):1; 17.4(W05):1; 18.1(Sp06):1; 18.2(Su06):1; 18.3(Fa06):1; 18.4(W06):1;
19.1(Sp07):1; 19.2(Su07):2; 19.3(Fa07):2

Fundraising Committee 13.1(Sp01):3; 13.2(Su01):3; 14.4(W02):1; 15.2(Su03):2
...Aims to Fully Fund Book endowment 18.4(W06):5
...Creation 14.1(Sp02):2
...Bylaws 14.1(Sp02):2
Gittings, Barbara
...Obituary 19.1(Sp07):4-5
GLBT ALMS Conference
...Announcement 20.1(Sp08):1
...Reports
......A Weekend in Minneapple 18.3(Fa06):4
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.....Letters 18.3(Fa06):4-5
.....Mesmerized in Minnesota 18.3(Fa06):4
.....Point-Counterpoint 18.3(Fa06):4
.....Seeks Presenters for 2008 19.3(Fa07):7
Goodman, Joanne
.....Obituary 19.4(W07):2
Guidelines for Reviewers 17.3(Fa05):3; 17.4(W05):1; 18.1(Sp06):3
Hepburn, Peter 24.3(Su Supp12):16
Higdon, Paul
.....Member Profile 19.2(Su07):5
Jonas, Arla
.....Member Profile 22.3(Fa10):6-7
LA&M
.....Announced Online Catalog 18.4(W06):6
.....History Chronicled 18.4(W06):6
..... Raises $55K at IML 20.3(Fa08):4
..... De Blasé Papers
.....Inventory Completed 18.1(Sp06):3
.....Inventory Project 17.2(Su05):3
.....Free Periodical 16.2 (W 04):3
.....READ Posters Debut at IML, ALA 17.3(Fa05):3
.....Tech Update 17.4(W05):3
.....Burns Mortgage, Opens Library 17.1(Sp05):3
.....National Library Week at the LA&M 18.2(Su06):2; 19.1(Sp07):7
.....The Survey Says 19.2(Su07):7
.....Instructs Archivists 19.1(Sp07):7
.....Road Show Takes Second Place at 2007 Diversity Fair 19.3(Fa07):5
.....Report 14.3(Fa02):5
Lambda Literary Foundation
.....Outstanding Mid-Career Novelists Prize Winners
.....2012 24.2(Su12):7
Leather Archives & Museum see LA&M
Letter
.....[from Dr. Marilyn L. Miller, President, American Library Association] 5.1(Sp93):3
.....From a New GLTF Member 5.3 (Sp 93):7
.....To the Editor 2.4(Su90):3
.....Open to all GLBTRT Members 13.1(Sp01):3
.....Response to Susan A. Chasin 2.4(Su90):3
Leung, Brian. 24.2(Su12): 7
Levine, Ellen
.....Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12):2
McNeill, Dale
.....Member Profile 20.3(Fa08):3
Member Profiles
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Issue/Year</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clay, Amanda</td>
<td>23.1(Sp11)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de la Tierra, Tatiana</td>
<td>19.4(W07)</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higdon, Paul</td>
<td>19.2(Su07)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Arla</td>
<td>22.3(Fa10)</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNeill, Dale</td>
<td>20.3(Fa08)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Anne</td>
<td>22.2(Su10)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nectoux, Tracy</td>
<td>21.1(Sp09)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridinger, Robert</td>
<td>21.4(W09)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritchie, Cathy</td>
<td>17.1(Sp05)</td>
<td>3; 20.4(W08): 7-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto, K. R.</td>
<td>19.3(Fa07): 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverrod, Nancy</td>
<td>20.3(Fa08): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vess, David</td>
<td>21.3(Fa09): 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Zeke</td>
<td>22.4(W10): 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sarah</td>
<td>22.1(Sp10): 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill, Jean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obituary</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Anne</td>
<td>Member Profile 22.2(Su10): 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor, Bettie</td>
<td>Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nectoux, Tracy</td>
<td>Member Profile 21.2(Sp09): 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News</td>
<td>4.1(Sp92): 5-6; 4.2(Su92): 6-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Brief</td>
<td>3.3/4(Sp/Su91): 7-9; 3.3(Fa91): 7-8; 3.4(W91): 2-4; 4.1(Sp92): 6-8; 4.2(Su92): 4-6; 4.3(Fa92): 9-13; 4.4(W92): 5-8; 5.2(Su93): 5-8; 5.3(Sp 93): 7-9; 9.1(Sp97): 6; 9.2(Su97): 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newsletter Staff</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obituaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anzaldua, Gloria Evangelina</td>
<td>16.2(Su04): 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clendinen, James Dudley</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreher, Sarah A.</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gittings, Barbara</td>
<td>19.1(Sp07): 4-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Joanne</td>
<td>19.4(W07): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levine, Ellen</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill, Jean</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naylor, Bettie</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Donnell, Mark</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retter, Yolanda Varga</td>
<td>19.3(Fa07): 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich, Adrienne</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sendak, Maurice</td>
<td>24.3(Su Supp12): 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smalley, Joseph</td>
<td>3.3/4(Sp/Su91): 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varga Retter, Yolanda</td>
<td>19.3(Fa07): 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
...Vidal, Gore 24.3(Su Supp12):2
O’Donnell, Mark
...Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12):2
...Call for Candidates 4.4(W92):4
...Elections 19.1(Sp07):2; 20.1(Sp08):1; 20.3(Fa08):5; 20.4(W08):4
Publishing Triangle, The. 24.2(Su12):8
READ Posters
...Leather Archives & Museum 17.3(Fa05):3
...Glee 22.4(W10):3
Retter, Yolanda Varga
...Obituary 19.3(Fa07):4
Rich, Adrienne
...Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12):2
Ridinger, Robert
...Member Profile 21.4(W09):4
Ritchie, Cathy
...Member Profile 17.1(Sp05):3; 20.4(W08):7-8
Roberto, K. R.
...Member Profile 19.3(Fa07):3
Sendak, Maurice
...Obituary 24.3(Su Supp12):2
Sexual Minority Archives 24.2(Su12):7
Silverrod, Nancy
...Member Profile 20.3(Fa08):2
Smalley, Joseph
...Obituary 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):3
Stonewall Book Awards See Book Awards
Submitting Materials 2.3(Sp90):3; 2.4(Su90):6; 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):15; 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):20
Subscription Information 1.2(Fa88):7; 2.3(Sp90):2; 2.4(Su90):3; 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):15; 3.3(Fa91):13; 4.2(Su92):24; 4.3(Fa92):19; 4.4(W92):12; 5.1(Sp93):15; 5.2(Su93):13; 9.1(Sp97):10; 9.2(Su97):10; 9.3(Fa97):12; 9.4(W97):5,10; 10.1(Sp98):12; 10.2(Su98):12; 10.3(Fa98):12; 10.4(W98):7,8; 11.1(Sp99):8; 11.2(Su99):12; 11.3(Fa99):12; 11.4(W99):5,6; 12.1(Sp00):6; 12.2(Su00):8; 12.3(Fa00):8; 12.4(W00):8; 13.2(Su01):8; 14.1(Sp02):4; 14.2(Su02):8; 14.3(Fa02):8; 15.1(Sp03):8; 15.2(Su03):12; 15.3(Fa03):8; 15.4(W03):8; 16.1(Sp04):8; 16.2(Su04):8; 16.3(Fa04):8; 16.4(W04):8; 17.1(Sp05):8; 17.2(Su05):10
Tierra, Tatiana de la
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Vince See also Helen and Vince
...“Editorial Statement” 1.1(Sp88):9
Ward, Nel
...“ALA Rainbow Project Gets Attention, Acclaim” 21.2(Su09):1
...“Kid Stuff: About Young Readers for People Who Care” 22.3(Fa10):2; 22.4(W10):2; 23.1(Sp11):2; 23.2(Su11):2
...”News from the Round Table Offices / Committees” 23.3(W12):3-4
Wasdin, Gary
...“ALA Mid-Winter Social: San Antonio” 17.4(W05):4
...“GLBT Material in the NYPL” 15.2(Su03):6
...“ALA Annual Programs – New Orleans” 18.1(Sp06):2
...“GLBTRT Read Aloud and Social Raising Funds for NOPL Collections” 18.2(Su06):2
Wells, Ken
...“Closing Thanks” 14.3(Fa02):7
...“From the Editor” 14.3(Fa02):1; 14.4(W02):1; 15.1(Sp03):1; 15.2(Su03):1; 15.3(Fa03):1; 15.4(W03):1; 16.1(Sp04):1; 16.2(Su04):1; 16.3(Fa04):1; 16.4(W04):1; 17.1(Sp05):1; 17.2(Su05):1; 17.3(Fa05):1; 17.4(W05):1; 18.1(Sp06):1; 18.2(Su06):1
...“Johns Committee in Florida” 15.2(Su03):5
...“Thank You All!!!” 18.2(Su06):8
White, Susan Bennett, Sarah Wright and Andrew Stuart. “Round Table Members Explore Transgender Issues” 21.3(Fa09):6-7
Whittlesey, Karen L. and Roland Hansen. “From the Co-Chairs” 5.2(Su93):2-3
Whittlesey-First, Karen See also Hansen, Roland and Karen Whittlesey-First; Stillwell, Steve and Karen Whittlesey-First; Whittlesey, Karen
...“From the Co-Chair” 4.4(W92):3
...“From the Co-Chairs” 4.3(Fa92):2-3
...“Oregon” 4.3(Fa92):5-6
Williams, Walter L. “Former Book Award Recipient Writes of Importance of GLTF Book Award” 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):2
Willoughby, Lydia. “Queer Resources in NYC” 24.1(Sp12):5
Wilson, Jarred
...“GLBT Student Groups in Graduate Programs” 24.2(Su12):6
...“Impacts of State Non-Discrimination Laws on Companies Operating Nationally” 24.1(Sp12):8
Witthus, Rutherford W. “Foster Gunnison Papers” 15.3(Fa03):3
Wright, Sarah
...“Mason Crest to Publish Teen GLBT Series” 22.2(Su10):8
...“Newsletter Survey” 21.3(Fa09):5, 7
...”Speaking of Vampires...” 23.2(Su11):4
Zunt, Cal See also Zunt, M. Callaghan; Roberto, K. R. and Cal Zunt
Zunt, M. Callaghan *See also* Zunt, Cal

...“From the Editor” 9.1(Sp97):1; 9.2(Su97):1; 9.3(Fa97):1; 9.4(W97):1, 5; 10.1(Sp98):1; 10.2(Su98):1; 10.3(Fa98):1; 10.4(W98):1; 11.1(Sp99):1; 11.2(Su99):1; 11.3(Fa99):1; 11.4(W99):1; 12.1(Sp00):1; 12.2(Su00):1; 12.3(Fa00):1; 12.4(W00):1; 13.1(Sp01):1; 13.2(Su01):1; 13.3(Fa01):1; 14.1(Sp02):1

...Memo. Regarding Publication 9.1(Sp97):1

...”Stonewall Awards” 16.2(Su04):7; 17.1(Sp05):5
Review Authors

[s.n.]
...Rev. of Accidents Never Happen ... Or Do They? By David-Matthew Barnes. Bold Strokes. 24.3(Su Supp12):9
...Rev. of Bob the Book by David Pratt. Chelsea. 23.1(Sp11):13
...Rev. of Drag Queen in the Court of Death by Caro Sole. MLR. 21.4(W09):12
...Rev. of From the Closet to the Courtroom: Five LGBT Rights Lawsuits that Have Changed Our Nation by Carlos A. Ball. Beacon. 23.2(Su11):9
...Rev. of Give It to Me by Sean Wolfe. Kensington. 24.3(Su Supp12):9
...Rev. of In Plain View: Hot Public Gay Erotica ed. by Shane Allison. Bold Strokes. 24.2(Su12):9
...Rev. of Krakow Melt by Daniel Allen Cox. Arsenal. 23.3(W12):11
...Rev. of Lesbian Travels: A Literary Companion ed. by Lucy Jane Bledsoe. Whereabouts. 11.1(Sp99):7
...Rev. of Mind Your Own Life: The Journey Back to Love by Aaron Anson. Balboa. 24.2(Su12):14
...Rev. of Out Behind the Desk: Workplace Issues for LGBTQ Librarians ed. Tracy Marie Nectoux. Library Juice. 23.3(W12):16
...Rev. of Queering the Text: Biblical, Medieval, and Modern Jewish Stories by Andrew Ramer. Lethe. 22.4(W10):11
...Rev. of Reaching Out: Library Services for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning Youth. Reaching Out Productions. 17.2(Su05):6
...Rev. of Second Person Queer: Who You Are (So Far) ed. by Richard Labonte and Lawrence Schimmel. Arsenal Pulp. 22.3(Fa10):11
...Rev. of Spanking New: A Novel by Clifford Henderson. Bold Strokes. 23.2(Su11):12
...Rev. of Strong Women, Deep Closets by Pat Griffin. Human Kinetics. 11.1(Sp99):7
...Rev. of The Age of Cities by Brett Josef Grubisic. Arsenal Pulp. 19.1(Sp07):10
...Rev. of The Geography of Murder by P. A. Brown. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):12
...Rev. of The Less-Dead by April Lurie. Delacorte. 22.1(Sp10):9
...Rev. of The Lost Temple of Karttikeya by Laura Baumbach. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):11
...Rev. of The Master of Seacliff by Max Pierce. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):9
...Rev. of The Truth of Yesterday by Josh Aterovis. P.D. 23.3(W12):9
...Rev. of Warrior Prince by J. P. Bowie. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):14
...Rev. of When Charlotte Comes Home by Maureen Millea Smith. Alyson. 18.3(Fa06):8
...Rev. of Who Dat Whodunnit? By Greg Herren. Bold Strokes. 24.3(Su Supp12):11
...Rev. of Wicked Angels: A Tale of Male Adolescent Passion by Eric Jourdan. Haworth. 19.1(Sp07):10
...Rev. of Wings: Subversive Gay Angel Erotica ed. by Gregory Todd. Bold Strokes. 24.2(Su12):9
...Rev. of Youth in Crisis: What Everyone Should Know About Growing UP Gay ed. by Mitchell Gold with Mindy Drucker. Magnus. 24.3(Su Supp12):14
Adams, S. Annelise See also Adams, Sheryll Annelise
...Rev. of Another Life Altogether by Elaine Beale. Spiegel & Grau. 22.3(Fa10):12
...Rev. of Bashed: A Love Story by Rick R. Reed. MLR. 22.4(W10):12
...Rev. of *Disturbed by Her Song* by Tanith Lee. Lethe. 23.1(Sp11):14

Adams, Sheryll Annelise See also Adams, S. Annelise
...Rev. of *Shaken and Stirred* by Joan Opyr. Bywater. 24.3(Su Supp12):12

Anderson, James A.
...Rev. of *Best Gay Stories 2009* ed. Steve Berman. Lethe. 22.4(W10):12-13

...Rev. of *Encyclopedia of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender History in America* ed. by Marc Stein. Scribner / Thomson / Gale. 17.3(Fa05):5

...Rev. of *Exiles in America* by Christopher Bram. William Morrow. 19.4(W07):8

...Rev. of *Inland Empire* by James Buchanan. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):13

...Rev. of *Lola Dances* by Victor J. Banis. MLR. 20.2(Su08):8

...Rev. of *Precincts of Lights: A Novel* by Henry Alley. Inkwater. 22.3(Fa10):12

...Rev. of *The 38 Million Dollar Smile: A Donald Strachey Mystery* by Richard Stevenson. MLR. 21.4(W09):13

...Rev. of *The Rice Queen Diaries: A Memoir* by Daniel Gawthrop. Arsenal Pulp. 18.3(Fa06):10

...Rev. of *The Statue of Pan: Six Stories, A Novella and a Novella-Play* by Ken Anderson. STARBooks Press. 20.1(Sp08):7

Anderson, James Doig
...Rev. of *An Impossible Dream Story* by J. V. Petretta. Dog Ear. 24.1(Sp12):11

...Rev. of *Best Gay Stories 2011* ed. Peter Dube. Lethe. 23.3(W12):11

...Rev. of *Dirty Poole: A Sensual Memoir* by Wakefield Poole. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):14

...Rev. of *From Macho to Mariposa: New Gay Latino Fiction* ed. by Charles Rice-Gonzales and Charles Vasquez. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):10

...Rev. of *Gypsy Boy: My Life in the Secret World of the Romany Gypsies* by Mikey Walsh. St. Martin Press. 24.3(Su Supp12):13

...Rev. of *Slant: A Novel* by Timothy Wang. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):11

Anderson, Kathy
...Rev. of *A Fragile Union: New and Selected Writings* by Joan Nestle. Cleis. 11.3(Fa99):10

...Rev. of *Growing Up Gay: The Sorrows and Joys of Gay and Lesbian Adolescence* by Rita Reed. Norton. 10.1(Sp98):10-11

...Rev. of *Shy Girl* by Elizabeth Berg. Farrar. 11.4(W99):4

...Rev. of *Sor Juana’s Love Poems: In Spanish and English* by Sister Juana Ines de la Cruz; trans. by Joan Larkin and Jaime Marique. Painted Leaf. 10.3(Fa98):9

...Rev. of *The Arc of Love: An Anthology of Lesbian Love Poems* ed. by Claire Cross. Scribner. 9.4(W97):7

...Rev. of *The Life of E. F. Benson* by Brian Masters. Chatto & Windus. 4.1(Sp92):11

...Rev. of *The Monkey’s Mask* by Dorothy Porter. Serpent’s Tail. 10.3(Fa98):9

...Rev. of *The Shared Heard* [sic]: *Portraits and Stories Celebrating Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Young People* by Adam Mastoon. William Morrow. 10.1(Sp98):10-11
Avalos, Xima
...Rev. of *Mom’s Apple Pie: The Heart of the Lesbian Mother’s Movement* prod. and dir. by Jody Laine, Shan Ottey, and Shad Reinstein; narr. by Kate Clinton. Frameline. 19.3(Fa07):11
Ballard, Susan
...Rev. of *Opposite Sex Gay Men on Lesbians, Lesbians on Gay Men* ed. by Sara Miles and Eric Rofes [s.n.] 11.4(W99):3
...Rev. of *Psappha: A Novel of Sappho* by Peggy Ullman Bell. Upstart. 12.4(W00):5
...Rev. of *The Preacher’s Son* by Marc Adams. Window Books. 12.2(Su00):5
Barber, Ray
...Rev. of *Dealing with Legal Matters Surrounding Students’ Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity*. National School Boards Association. 17.1(Sp05):7
...Rev. of *Luna: A Novel* by Julie Anne Peters. Little Brown. 16.4(W04):7
...Rev. of *Molly’s Family* by Nancy Garden. Farrar. 16.2(Su04):3
...Rev. of *Rainbow High* by Alex Sanchez. S&S. 16.2(Su04):6
...Rev. of *The Bermudez Triangle* by Maureen Johnson. Penguin. 16.4(W04):7
...Rev. of *The Flip Side* by Andrew Matthews. Delacorte. 16.2(Su04):6
...Rev. of *The Heart Has Its Reasons: Young Adult Literature with Gay/Lesbian/Queer Content, 1969-2004* by Michael Cart and Christine A. Jenkins. Scarecrow. 19.3(Fa07):9
...Rev. of *Vintage: A Ghost Story* by Steve Berman. Haworth. 19.3(Fa07):10
Besan, Michele
...Rev. of *Daring to Find Our Names: The Search for Lesbigay Library History* ed. by James V. Carmichael. Greenwood. 11.2(Su99):10
Bicknell, Kenn.
Bradford, John
...Rev. of *A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to My Sexual Orientation* by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 21.3(Fa09):11
...Rev. of *Andy Stevenson vs. the Lord of the Loins* by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 21.3(Fa09):11-12
...Rev. of *Binding the God: Ursine Essays from the American South* by Jeff Mann. Bear Bones. 23.2(Su11):8
...Rev. of *Find Love in a Gay Bathhouse: An eight-Step Guide to Finding Mr. Right in a Gay Bathhouse & Then Making the Relationship Work* by Marcel Weil. Homohappy. 23.2(Su11):8
...Rev. of *Q Guide to Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Stuff You Didn’t Even Know You Wanted to Know About Buffy, Angel, the Big Bads, and the Show That Won’t Die* by Gregory L. Norriss. Alyson. 20.2(Su08):8
...Rev. of *Shirtlifter* #4 by Steve MacIsaac, Justin Hall, and Ilya. Drawn Out. 23.3(W12):12
...Rev. of *Shirtshifter* #1-#5 by Steve MacIsaac. Drawn Out. 23.1(Sp11):16-17
...Rev. of *Three* #1-#2 ed. Rob Kirby. Robert Kirby. 23.3(W12):12
...Rev. of *Time Well Bent: Queer Alternative Histories* ed. by Connie Wilkins. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):13
Breedlove, W. Stephen
...Rev. of *A Map of the Harbor Islands* by J. G. Hayes. Harrington Park. 19.3(Fa07):11
...Rev. of *A Perfect Waiter* by Alain Claude Sulzer. Bloombury. 20.2(Su08):9
...Rev. of *A Push and a Shove* by Christopher Kelly. Alyson. 20.4(W08):10
...Rev. of *Eyes Wide Open* dir. Haim Tabakman. First Run. 23.1(Sp11):6
...Rev. of *Fifty Gay and Lesbian Books Everybody Must Read* ed. by Richard Canning. Alyson. 22.1(Sp10):11
...Rev. of *In the Absence of Men* by Philippe Besson. Caroll & Graf. 17.1(Sp05):6
...Rev. of *Murder on Camac* by Joseph R. G. DeMarco. Lethe. 21.4(W09):11
...Rev. of *Plan B* dir. Marco Berger. Wolfe. 22.4(W10):6
...Rev. of *Shakespeare’s Sonnets: A Novel* by Samuel Park. Alyson. 20.1(Sp08):9
...Rev. of *The Conversion* by Joseph Olshan. St. Martin’s. 21.3(Fa09):10
Bulick, Natalie
...Rev. of *Bow Grip* by Ivan Coyote. Arsenal Pulp. 19.1(Sp07):10
Carmichael, James V., Jr.
...Rev. of *Male-Male Intimacy in Early America: Beyond Romantic Friendships* by William Benemann. Harrington Park. 18.2(Su06):7
Carr, Steven L.
...Rev. of *Liberating Minds: The Stories and Professional Lives of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Librarians and Their Advocates* ed. by Norman G. Kester. McFarland. 9.3(Fa97):8
Cassady, Marsh
...Rev. of *Tough Acts to Follow: One-Act Plays on the Gay/Lesbian Experience* ed. by Noreen C. Barns and Nicholas Dutch. Alamo Square. 5.1(Sp93):13
Caywood, Carolyn
...Rev. of *Mystery of the Tempest* by Sam Cameron. Bold Strokes. 24.3(Su Supp12):11
...Rev. of *Sarah, Son of God* by Justine Saracen. Bold Strokes. 24.3(Su Supp12):10
...Rev. of *Transfigurations* by Jana Marcus. 7 Angels Press. 24.2(Su12):12
...Rev. of *Transition: The Story of How I Became a Man* by Chaz Bono with Billie Fitzpatrick. Dutton. 24.2(Su12):14
Ciszek, Matthew P.
...Rev. of *Erotic City: Sexual Revolutions and the Making of Modern San Francisco* by Josh Sides. Oxford U. 22.2(Su10):11-12
...Rev. of *GayLife.com* by Neil Plakcy. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):12
...Rev. of *Loving Someone Gay* by Don Clark. Lethe. 22.4(W10):10
...Rev. of *Queer (In)justice: The Criminalization of LGBT People in the United States* by Joey L. Mogul, Andrea J. Ritchie and Kay Whitlock. Beacon. 23.1(Sp11):12
Clay, Amanda
...Rev. of *Blood Claim* by Laura Baumbach, Angela Fiddler, and Jet Mykes. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8
...Rev. of *Come Out Come Out* Frameline. 20.1(Sp08):9
...Rev. of *Flights of Angels: My Life with the Angels of Light* by Adrian Brooks. Arsenal Pulp. 20.4(W08):12
...Rev. of *Freak Show* by James St. James. Dutton. 20.1(Sp08):5
...Rev. of *Prism Comics: Your LGBT Guide to Comics #5*. Prism Comics. 20.4(W08):14
...Rev. of *The God Box* by Alex Sanchez. S&S. 19.4(W07):7
Clonan, Scott
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...Rev. of Mr. Right dir. by David Morris and Jacqui Morris. Wolfe. 22.1(Sp10):8
...Rev. of Operation Thunderspell: Gaylias by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 23.1(Sp11):17
...Rev. of Sleeping Angel by Greg Herren. Bold Strokes. 23.2(Su11):7
...Rev. of The Moonlit Earth by Christopher Rice. Scribner. 22.2(Su10):13
...Rev. of Will Grayson, Will Grayson by John Green and David Levithan. Penguin. 22.3(Fa10):10
Coates, Reed
...Rev. of The Bunny Book: A Novel for Anyone Who Believes Life and Death Are, After All, A Wonder by John D’Hondt. GLB. 4.2(Su92):22
Colby, Michael
...Rev. of Death Vows by Richard Stevenson. MLR. 20.3(Fa08):8
...Rev. of Got ‘til It’s Gone by Larry Duplechan. Arsenal Pulp. 21.1(Sp09):7
...Rev. of Hotel Theory by Wayne Kosterbaum. Soft Skull. 20.1(Sp08):8
...Rev. of Robin and Ruby by K. M. Soehnien. Kensington. 23.3(W12):11
...Rev. of The Good Thief by James Buchanan. MLR. 20.4(W08):9-10
Combe, Dave
...Rev. of A Prophet in His Own Land: A Malcolm Boyd Reader: Selected Writings 1950-2007 ed. by Bo Young and Dan Vera. White Crane. 20.3(Fa08):9
...Rev. of Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe by Benjamin Aire Saenz. S&S. 24.1(Sp12):10
...Rev. of Asian Queer Shorts. Frameline. 22.2(Su10):9
...Rev. of David’s Birthday / Il Compleano dir. by Marco Filiberti. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):5
...Rev. of Decoding Alan Turing dir. by Christopher Racster. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):7
...Rev. of Free Comrades: Anarchism and Homosexuality in the United States, 1895-1917 by Terence Kissack. AK Press. 21.3(Fa09):8
...Rev. of Gay Power: An American Revolution by David Eisenbach. Caroll and Graf. 19.2(Su07):9
...Rev. of God Comes Out: A Queer Homiletic ed. by Olive Elaine Hinnant. Pilgrim. 19.4(W07):9
...Rev. of Heterosexism in Contemporary World Religion: Problem and Prospect ed. by Marvin M. Ellison and Judith Plaskow. Pilgrim. 20.2(Su08):7
...Rev. of No Going Back by Jonathan Langford. Zarahemia. 22.1(Sp10):9-10
...Rev. of Plato or Paul? The Origins of Western Homophobia by Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. Pilgrim. 21.4(W09):10
...Rev. of Sensuous Spirituality: Out from Fundamentalism by Virginia Ramey Mollenkott. Pilgrim. 21.1(Sp09):9
...Rev. of Two Spirits dir. by Lydia Nibley. Riding the Tiger. 23.2(Su11):5
...Rev. of YSquarePlus by Judith Parks. Yen Press. 21.2(Su09):10
Conner, Tiffani R.
...Rev. of Juicy Mother Celebration: Number One ed. by Jennifer Camper. Soft Skull. 17.4(W05):8
...Rev. of The “On” Position: The Sexual (Mis)Adventures of a Hollywood Journalist by Kate Moan. Volt. 18.1(Sp06):10
Corvene, Sarah
...Rev. of A Dangerous Thing: An Adrien English Mystery by Josh Lanyon. MLR. 19.4(W07):8
...Rev. of Fun in Girls’ Shorts 2 dir. by Nicole Brending, Amy Neil, Erik Gernand, Kekeletso Khena, and Robert Gaston. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):8
...Rev. of Ministry among God’s Queer Folk: LGBT Pastoral Care by David J. Kuntz and Bernard S. Schlager. Pilgrim. 20.3(Fa08):9
...Rev. of Sometimes the Spoon Runs Away with Another Spoon by Jacinta Bunnell and Nathaniel Kusinitz. PM Press. 23.1(Sp11):8
...Rev. of The Young in One Another’s Arms by Jane Rule. Arsenal Pulp. 18.3(Fa06):8
Cothren, Jane
Cruikshank, Margaret
...Rev. of Cross Purposes: Lesbian Feminism and the Limits of Alliance ed. by Dana Heller. Indiana U. 9.4(W97):8
Dartis, Michelle D.
...Rev. of Dangerous Pleasures by Fiona Zedde. Kensington. 24.3(Su Supp12):10
...Rev. of Does Your Mama Know? An Anthology of Black Lesbian Coming Out Stories by Lisa C. Moore. Redbone. 22.3(Fa10):10
...Rev. of Quench! Refreshing Devotionals by Gay, Trans, and Affirming Christians ed. by Keith J. Phillips. Found Pearl. 22.4(W10):11
...Rev. of Shaming the Devil: Collected Short Stories by Winston G. James. Top Pen. 22.2(Su10):13
DeSantis, John
...Rev. of Out in the Castro: Desire, Promise, Activism ed. by Winston Leyland. Leyland Publications. 15.2(Su03):6
Eagan, Joseph M.
...Rev. of A Natural Beauty: Erotic Tales of Tender Young Lovers ed. by John Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):20
...Rev. of Gays in Uniform: The Pentagon’s Secret Reports ed. by Kate Dyer. Alyson. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):14
...Rev. of Getting Away with Murder by Pele Plante. Clothespin Fever. 3.3 (Fa91):12
...Rev. of In the Land of Alexander: Gay Travels; with History and Politics in Hungary, Yugoslavia, Turkey, and Greece by Keith Hale. Alyson. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):13
...Rev. of Lavender Lists: New Lists About Lesbian and Gay Culture, History, and Personalities by Lynne Yamaguchi Fletcher and Adrian Saks. Alyson. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):14-15
Earle, Talia
...Rev. of 100 of the Most Influential Gay Entertainers by Jennetha J. Baines. Argus. 23.2(Su11):7
...Rev. of The Company He Keeps: Victorian Gentlemen’s Erotica by Dale Chase. Bold Strokes. 23.3(W12):10
...Rev. of *The Inverted Gaze: Queering the French Literary Classics in America* by Francois Cusset. Arsenal Pulp. 23.3(W12):15

...Rev. of *Women of the Mean Streets* ed. by Greg Herren and J. M. Redmann. Bold Strokes. 24.2(Su12):9

Edminster, Bill

...Rev. of *From Female to Male: The Life of Jack Bee Garland* by Louis Sullivan. Alyson. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):11

...Rev. of *Love Letters Between a Certain Late Nobleman and the Famous Mr. Wilson* ed. by Michael S. Kimmel. Harrington Park. 3.3 (Fa91):9-10

...Rev. of *Selected Letters of Walt Whitman* by Edwin Haviland Miller. U. of Iowa. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):15

...Rev. of *The Trouble with Harry Hay: Founder of the Modern Gay Movement* by Stuart Timmons. Alyson. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):18

Elrod, J. McRee

...Rev. of *Vancouver Voices: A Novel* by David Watmough. Ripple Park. 18.2(Su06):9

Elrod, Rachael

...Rev. of *A Marine Story* dir. Ned Farr. Wolfe. 23.2(Su11):5

...Rev. of *A Report from Winter* by Wayne Courtois. Lethe. 21.4(W09):10

...Rev. of *Coming Out, Coming In: Nurturing the Well-Being and Inclusion of Gay Youth in Mainstream Society* by Linda Goldman. Routledge. 22.4(W10):9

...Rev. of *Obama and the Gays: A Political Marriage* by Tracy Baim. Prairie Avenue Productions. 23.1(Sp11):10-11

Eriksen, Norman

...Rev. of *A Gay History of Britain: Love and Sex Between Men Since the Middle Ages* ed. by Matt Cook et al. and *A Lesbian History of Britain: Love and Sex Between Women Since 1500* by Rebecca Jenning. Greenwood. 20.2(Su08):6-7

...Rev. of *Lois Lenz, Lesbian Secretary* by Monica Nolan. Kensington. 20.1(Sp08):8

...Rev. of *Mosaic Virus* by Carlos T. Mock. Floricanto. 18.4(W06):8

...Rev. of *The Butch Cook Book* ed. by Leah Lynch, Nel Ward, and Sue Hardesty. TRP Cookbooks. 20.4(W08):12

...Rev. of *The Cassowary’s Revenge: The Life and Death of Masculinity in a New Guinea Society* by Donald Tuzin. U. of Chicago. 9.4(W97):7-8

...Rev. of *The Teahouse Fire* by Ellis Avery. Riverhead. 18.4(W06):7

...Rev. of *The Ties that Bind* ed. by Laura Baumbach. MLR. and *Love Hurts* ed. by William Maltese. MLR. 20.2(Su08):9

Fanning, Joe

...Rev. of *Blood Sacraments* ed. by Todd Gregory. Bold Strokes. 23.2(Su11):11

...Rev. of *Freedom to Differ: The Shaping of the Gay and Lesbian Struggle for Civil Rights* by Diane Helene Miller. NYU. 11.4(W99):4

Faulkner, Emily

...Rev. of *Gay Bar: The Fabulous, True Story of a Daring Woman and Her Boys in the 1950s* by Helen P. Branson and Will Fellows. U. of Wisconsin. 23.1(Sp11):9

...Rev. of *Tomorrow May Be Too Late* by Thomas Marino. Tommy100. 23.1(Sp11):13

Fekety, Peter
...Rev. of Ramon’s Story by Rick Elston. Los Hombres. 5.1(Sp93):11
Ferrell, Travis A.
...Rev. of Bend in the Road by Jeanne Barrack. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8
...Rev. of Gym Dandy: A Gay Romance by Storm Grant. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):9
Flesher-Duffy, Sharon
...Rev. of Bullied: A Student, a School and a Case That Made History. [s.n.] 23.1(Sp11):5
...Rev. of Erik & Isabelle: Freshman Year at Foresthill High, Erik & Isabelle: Sophomore Year at Foresthill High, Erik & Isabelle: Junior Year at Foresthill High, and Erik & Isabelle: Senior Year at Foresthill High by Kim Wallace. Foglight. 20.4(W08):9
...Rev. of If You Believe in Mermaids ...Don’t Tell by A. A. Philips. Dog Ear Publishing. 20.3(Fa08):7
...Rev. of Jumpstart the World by Catherine Ryan Hyde. Knopf. 23.2(Su11):7
...Rev. of Parrotfish by Ellen Wittlinger. S&S. 20.1(Sp08):6
Fogg, Dana Artemis
...Rev. of In the Game: A Virginia Kelly Mystery by Nikki Baker. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):21
...Rev. of Rebellion: Essays 1980-1991 by Minnie Bruce Pratt. Firebrand. 4.2(Su92):18
Forslund, Linda
...Rev. of Girl Boy Girl: How I Became JT Leroy by Savannah Knoop. Seven Stories. 21.3(Fa09):8
...Rev. of Girl Seeks Girl (Chica Busca Chica) dir. Sonia Sebastian. Wolfe. 22.3(Fa10):7
...Rev. of The Middle of Somewhere by Clifford Henderson. Dog Ear Audio. 22.1(Sp10):7
...Rev. of The Year of Paper prod. and dir. by Kelly Rouse and Nikki Parker; narr. by Perri Gilpin. Frameline. 20.1(Sp08):10
Fowlkes, Stephen
...Rev. of Gay and Lesbian Library Service ed. by Cal Gough and Ellen Greenblatt. McFarland. 4.3(Fa92):16-17
...Rev. of Growing Up Gay in the South: Race, Gender, and Journeys of the Spirit by James T. Sears. Haworth. 4.3(Fa92):15-16
Freeman, John Mack
...Rev. of Divining Divas: 100 Gay Men on Their Muses ed. by Michael Montlack. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):12
Garnar, Martin
...Rev. of Courage to Love: Liturgies for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Community ed. by Geoffrey Duncan. Pilgrim. 16.2(Su04):7
...Rev. of Left Out: The Politics of Exclusion: Essays, 1964-2002 by Martin Duberman. South End. 15.3(Fa03):6
...Rev. of Queering Christ: Beyond Jesus Acted Up by Robert E. Goss. Pilgrim. 15.3(Fa03):5
Gingrich, M. R.  
...Rev. of *Pederasty and Pedagogy in Archaic Greece* by William Armstrong Percy. U. of Illinois. 9.4(W97):9

Gossage, Tracy  
...Rev. of *365 Days* by K. E. Payne. Bold Strokes. 23.2(Su11):6  
...Rev. of *After the Fall* by Robin Summers. Bold Strokes. 24.2(Su12):10  
...Rev. of *The Four-Faced Liar* dir. by Jacob Chase. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):6

Gough, Cal  
...Rev. of *Becoming a Man* by Paul Monette. Harcourt. 5.2(Su93):8-9

...Rev. of *Gay Roots: Twenty Years of Gay Sunshine; An Anthology of Gay History, Sex, Politics, and Culture* ed. by Winston Leyland. Gay Sunshine. 4.2(Su92):17

...Rev. of *Positively Gay* ed. by Betty Berzon. Celestial Arts. 5.2 (Sp 93):11-12

...Rev. of *Some of My Best Friends: Essays in Gay History and Biography* by A. Nolder Gay. Union Park. 4.1(Sp92):9-10

...Rev. of *The First Gay Pope and Other Records* by Lynne Yagamuchi Fletcher. Alyson Publications. 5.2(Su93):9-10

...Rev. of *The Gay Decades: From Stonewall to the Present: The People and Events that Shaped Gay Lives* by Leigh Rutledge. Plume. 5.2 (Sp 93):11

Grantz, Emily  
...Rev. of *a + e 4EVER* by Ilike Merey. Lethe. 23.3(W12):8

Gray, Johnnie N.  
...Rev. of *Ardennian Boy* by William Maltese and Wayne Gunn. MLR. 20.3(Fa08):7

...Rev. of *Chemistry* by Lewis DeSimone. Lethe. 20.4(W08):10

...Rev. of *Death of a Pirate King* by Josh Lanyon. MLR Press. 21.1(Sp09):8

...Rev. of *Gay Revolt at Denver City Council (Oct. 23, 1973) and the Beginnings of an Organized Gay Community* dir. by Jerry Gerash. [s.n.]. 23.1(Sp11):7

...Rev. of *Hidden* by Tomas Mournian. Kensington. 23.2(Su11):6

...Rev. of *In Good Conscience: Sister Jeannine Gramick's Journey of Faith* dir. by Barbara Rick. Out of the Blue Films. 20.3(Fa08):10

...Rev. of *Out With It: Gay and Straight Teens Write About Homosexuality* ed. by Al Desetta. Youth Communications. 21.4(W09):8

...Rev. of *Queer Hauntings: True Tales of Gay and Lesbian Ghosts* by Ken Summers. Lethe. 21.4(W09):10

...Rev. of *Straight: The Surprisingly Short History of Heterosexuality* by Hanne Blank. Beacon. 24.2(Su12):13

...Rev. of *The Wolf at the Door* by Jameson Currier. Chelsea. 23.1(Sp11):17

Greenblatt, Ellen. *See Reiman, Laura and Ellen Greenblatt

Gwenwald, Morgan  
...Rev. of *A Drag King Extravaganza* dir. by Clare Smythe and Meaghan Derynck. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):8

...Rev. of *A Saving Remant: The Radical Lives of Barbara Deming and David McReynolds* by Martin Duberman. New Press. 23.2(Su11):10

...Rev. of *And Then Came Lola* dir. by Ellen Seidler and Megan Siler. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):5

...Rev. of *Farewell My Concubine* by Helen Hok-Sze-Leung. Arsenal Pulp. 23.3(W12):13
...Rev. of *I Told You So* by Kate Clinton. Beacon. 21.2(Su09):6
...Rev. of *Inseparable: Desire Between Women in Literature* by Emma Donoghue. Knopf. 22.4(W10):10
...Rev. of *Macho Sluts* by Pat Califa. Arsenal Pulp. 21.4(W09):11
...Rev. of *No Regret (Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien)* dir. by Marlon T. Riggs. Frameline. 22.4(W10):6
...Rev. of *Pedro* dir. Nick Oceano. Wolfe. 22.3(Fa10):9
...Rev. of *Queer Youth Culture* ed. by Susan Driver. SUNY. 21.3(Fa09):9
...Rev. of *Sex in an Epidemic* dir. by Jean Carlo Musto. Outcast Films. 22.4(W10):7
...Rev. of *Steam* dir. by Kyle Schickner. Wolfe. 22.1(Sp10):8
...Rev. of *The Floundering Time* by Katy Weselcouch. SLG. 23.3(W12):8
...Rev. of *The Miseducation of Cameron Post* by Emily M. Danforth. Harper. 24.1(Sp12):9
...Rev. of *The Stone Gods* by Jeanette Winterson. Harcourt. 20.2(Su08):9
...Rev. of *The View from Here* by Matthew Hays. Arsenal Pulp. 19.3(Fa07):9
...Rev. of *Transgender History* by Susan Stryker. Seal Press. 21.1(Sp09):10
...Rev. of *Visionaries & Victories: Early Leaders in the LGBT Movement* dir. by Joan E. Biren and Eric Slade. Frameline. 21.4(W09):7
Hardee, David R.
...Rev. of *Legends: The World’s Sexist Men* ed. by John Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):13
...Rev. of *Movie Hooky* by Dan Foster. Los Hombres. 5.1(Sp93):10-11
...Rev. of *Pei Yu: Boy Actress* by George Soulie de Morant. Alamo Square. 4.3(Fa92):14-15
Hayworth, Gene
...Rev. of *Gay Day: The Golden Age of the Christopher Street Parade* by Hank O’Neal. Abram’s Image. 18.3(Fa06):7-8
Higgs, Nancy A.
...Rev. of *Different Mothers* ed. by Louise Rafkin. Cleis. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):17
...Rev. of *Heather Has Two Mommies* by Leslea Newman; ill. Diana Souza. In Other Words. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):15
...Rev. of *River of Promise: Two Women’s Story of Love and Adoption* by Judy Dahl. LuraMedia. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):11
Hindhede, Karen. See Kaisen, Jim and Karen Hindhede
Hribar, Amy
...Rev. of *Training Rules* dir. by Dee Mosbacher and Fawn Yacker. Wolfe. 22.4(W10):8
...Rev. of *Transgender Explained for Those Who Are Not* by Joanne Herman. AuthorHouse. 22.2(Su10):12
...Rev. of *We Have to Stop Now* dir. Robyn Dettman. Wolfe. 22.4(W10):8
Hubbard, Paul
...Rev. of *Ask the Fire* by Dennis Paddie. Lethe. 22.4(W10):12
...Rev. of *Beyond Binary: Genderqueer and Sexually Fluid Speculative Fiction* ed. by Brit Mandela. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):11
...Rev. of *Foxe Tail* by Haley Walsh. MLR. 23.1(Sp11):15
...Rev. of *Head Trip* by D. L. Line. Bold Strokes. 23.2(Su11):12
...Rev. of *Mere Mortals: A Novel* by Erastes. Lethe. 23.3(W12):10
...Rev. of *The Affair of the Porcelain Dog* by Jess Faraday. Bold Strokes. 23.3(W12):9
...Rev. of *The Butterfly’s Wing* by Martin Foreman. Lethe. 21.4(W09):12
...Rev. of *The Rest of Our Lives: A Novel* by Dan Stone. Lethe. 22.1(Sp10):13
...Rev. of *Time After Time* by J. P. Bowie. MLR. 22.3(Fa10):13
...Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2010: The Year’s Best Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):14
Imhof, Robin
...Rev. of *Wild Heart, A Life: Natalie Clifford Barney’s Journey from Victorian America to the Literary Salons of Paris* by Suzanne Rodriguez. Ecco. 15.3(Fa03):6
Jackson, Rose M.
...Rev. of *Transition and Beyond: Observations on Gender Identity* by Reid Vanderburgh. Q Press. 19.3(Fa07):10
Jaquay, Bob
...Rev. of *The Mythology of Transgression: Homosexuality as Metaphor* by Jamake Highwater. Oxford U. 10.2(Su98):10; 10.4(W98):5-6
Johnson, Matt
...Rev. of *Grief: A Novel* by Andrew Holleran. Hyperion. 19.2(Su07):10
Johnson, Walt
...Rev. of *The Big Gay Book: A Man’s Guide for the 90’s* by John Preston. Plume. 4.2(Su92):16
Johnston, Lisa N.
...Rev. of *Alarming Heat* by Regine Sand. Lace Publications. 4.1(Sp92):12
...Rev. of *Food and Spirits* by Beth Brant. Firebrand. 3.4(W91):6
...Rev. of *Loving Boldly: Issues Facing Lesbians* by Esther D. Rothblum and Ellen Cole. Harrington Park. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):12
...Rev. of *Real Live Nude Girl: Chronicles of Sex-Positive Culture* by Carol Queen. Cleis. 9.3(Fa97):7
...Rev. of *Understanding Homosexuality: The Pride and the Prejudice* by Roger E. Biery. Edward-William Publishing. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):15
...Rev. of *Understanding Sexual Identity: A Book for Gay Teens and Their Friends* by Janice E. Reich. Lerner. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):17
...Rev. of *Who Wears the Tux? The Original Great American Dyze Quiz* by Julia Willis. Banned Books. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):10-11
Jones, Arla A.
...Rev. of *And Then They Were Nuns* by Susan J. Leonardi. Firebrand. 15.4(W03):3
...Rev. of *Billy’s Boy* by Patricia Nell Warren. Wildcat. 11.1(Sp99):7
...Rev. of *Night Diving* by Michelene Esposito. Spinsters Ink. 15.4(W03):6
Jones, Ruth Ann
...Rev. of *A Time to Speak: How Black Pastors Can Respond to the HIV/AIDS Pandemic* by Marvin A. McMickle. Pilgrim. 21.2(Su09):7
...Rev. of *And They Were Wonderful Teachers: Florida’s Purge of Gay and Lesbian Teachers* by Karen L. Graves. U. of Illionois. 22.1(Sp10):12
...Rev. of *For the Bible Tells Me so* prod. and dir. by Daniel Karslake. First Run. 20.3(Fa08):10
...Rev. of *Just So You Know* by Joey Allison Sayers. [s.n.] 21.3(Fa09):12
...Rev. of Sexual Fluidity: Understanding Women’s Love and Desire by Lisa M. Diamond. Arsenal Pulp. 21.1(Sp09):9
...Rev. of Violence Against Women in Contemporary World Religion: Roots and Cures ed. by Daniel C. Macquarrie and Sa’diyya Shaikh. Pilgrim. 20.4(W08):14
Jurgens, Jane
...Rev. of A Legal Guide for Lesbian and Gay Couples by Hayden Curry and Denis Clifford. Nolo. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):14
...Rev. of Good Sex: Real Stories from Real People by Julia Hutton. Cleis. 5.1(Sp93):13
...Rev. of Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers by Lillian Faderman. Columbia U. 3.3 (Fa91):9
...Rev. of Secrets: Short Stories by Leslea Newman. New Victoria Publishers. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):13
...Rev. of Susie Sexpert’s Lesbian Sex World by Susie Bright. Cleis. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):12
...Rev. of The Color of the Heart: Writing from Struggle and Change by Susan Sherman. Curbstone. 3.4(W91):4
Kaisen, Jim and Karen Hindhede
...Rev. of Eight Seconds by Jean Ferris. Puffin. 16.1(Sp04):6
...Rev. of The Harvey Milk Story by Kari Krakow. Two Lives Publishing. 16.1(Sp04):3
Keilty, Patrick
...Rev. of Mother of Sorrows by Richard McCann. Pantheon. 17.1(Sp05):2
Kelly, Michael
Kilzer, Rebekah
...Rev. of Among Other Things, I’ve Taken Up Smoking by Aoibheann Sweeney. Penguin. 19.4(W07):9
...Rev. of Glamour Girls: Femme/Femme Erotica ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Harrington Park. 19.2(Su07):10
Klein, Gary M.
...Rev. of Bi Any Other Name: Bisexual People Speak Out ed. by Loraine Hutchins and Lani Kaahumanu. Alyson. 4.3(Fa92):15
...Rev. of Candy Holidays and Other Short Fictions by Stan Levanthal. Banned Books. 4.3(Fa92):14
...Rev. of Coming Out of the Classroom Closet: Gay and Lesbian Students, Teachers, and Curricula ed. by Karen Harback. Haworth. 5.1(Sp93):14
...Rev. of Male Intergenerational Intimacy: Historical, Socio-Psychological and Legal Perspectives ed. by Theo Sandfort, Edward Bronsersma, and Alex van Naerssen. Haworth. 4.3(Fa92):16
...Rev. of My Country, My Right to Serve: Experiences of Gay Men and Women in the Military, World War II to the Present by Mary Ann Humphrey. Harper. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):14
...Rev. of Society and the Healthy Homosexual: How to Get the Most Out of Being Gay by George Weinberg. Alyson. 4.3(Fa92):17
...Rev. of The Gay Fireside Companion by Leigh W. Rutledge. LuraMedia 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):12
Klein, Pauline
...Rev. of Cats and Their Dykes ed. by Irene Reti and Shoney Sien. HerBooks. 3.4(W91):5
...Rev. of Stranded by Camarin Grae. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):19
...Rev. of Sudden Summer by Gilda Harrington. Banned Books. 3.4(W91):6
...Rev. of Two Women Revisited; the Poetry of Jeannette Foster and Valerie Taylor by Jeannette
Foster and Valerie Taylor. Banned Books. 4.2(Su92):12
Kumbier, Alana
...Rev. of Expression = Life: ACT UP, Video, and the AIDS Crisis prod. by Mark Read. Deep Dish
TV. 21.4(W09):7
...Rev. of Half Life dir. by Jennifer Phang. Wolfe. 22.3(Fa10):8
...Rev. of Queer TV: Theories, Histories, Politics ed. by Glyn Davis and Gary Needham. Routledge.
23.1(Sp11):12
Landrum, Maria
...Rev. of When Gay People Get Married: What Happens When Societies Legalize Same-Sex
Lang, Louis
...Rev. of And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell; ill. Henry Cole. S&S.
18.4(W06):10
...Rev. of Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic by Alison Bechdel. Houghton Mifflin. 18.4(W06):10
...Rev. of In Bed with David & Jonathan and Queerville by Tom Bouden. Bruno Gmunder Verlag
19.4(W07):7
...Rev. of Queens in the Kingdom: The Ultimate Gay & Lesbian Guide to the Disney Theme Parks
by Jeffrey Epstein and Eddie Shapiro. Avalon. 20.2(Su08):6
...Rev. of The Book of Boy Trouble: Gay Boy Comics with a New Attitude and The Book of Boy
Trouble: Born to Trouble ed. by Robert Kirby and David Kelly. Green Candy. 21.2(Su09):10
Larmore, Dustin P.
...Rev. of Ex-Gay Research: Analyzing the Spitzer Study and Its Relation to Science, Religion,
Lowry, Jane
...Rev. of Write from the Heart: Lesbian Healing from Heartache by Anita Pace. Baby Steps.
5.1(Sp93):13-14
Lusher, TJ.
...Rev. of Cooper’s Deale: A Romantic Comedy by K. I. Thompson; narr. by Nancy Stewart.
22.2(Su10):9
...Rev. of Gay Games VII: Where the World Meets by Tracy Baim. Windy City Media Group.
20.3(Fa08):8
...Rev. of I Came Out for This? by Lisa Gitlin. Bywater. 22.4(W10):13
...Rev. of Mexican Heat by Laura Baumbach and Josh Lanyon. MLR. 21.1(Sp09):6
...Rev. of Out and Proud in Chicago: An Overview of the City’s Gay Community ed. by Tracy Baim.
Agate. 21.2(Su09):6
...rev. of Out Loud: The best of Rainbow Readio ed. by Ed Madden and Candance Chellew-
Hodge. Hub City. 23.2(Su11):10
...Rev. of *The Beautiful Tendons: Uncollected Queer Poems, 1969-2007* by Jeffrey Beam. White Crane. 20.4(W08):11
Lutes, Michael A.
...Rev. of *How to Find Information About AIDS* ed. by Jeffrey T. Huber. Harrington Park. 5.1(Sp93):13
...Rev. of *Men Who Beat the Men Who Love Them* by David Island and Patrick Letellier. Harrington Park. 4.2(Su92):15-16
...Rev. of *Sodomy and Interpretation: Marlowe to Milton* by Gregory W. Bredbeck. Cornell U. 4.2(Su92):15
Magal, Ethel R.
...Rev. of *Singular Spy* by Amanda Kyle Williams. Naiad. 5.1(Sp93):10
...Rev. of *The Worry Girl: Stories from a Childhood* by Andrea Freud Lowenstein. Firebrand. 5.1(Sp93):10
Main, Linda
...Rev. of *Necessary Hunger* by Nina Revoyr. S&S. 10.1(Sp98):11
Manfredi, Angie
...Rev. of *David Inside Out* by Lee Bantle. Henry Holt. 21.1(Sp09):6
...Rev. of *The Vast Fields of Ordinary* by Nick Burd. Dial. 21.2(Su09):9
McCabe, Robert E., Jr.
...Rev. of *Looking for Genet: Literary Essays and Reviews* by Alfred Chester; ed. by Edward Field. Black Sparrow. 5.2 (Sp 93):10
McClamroch, Jo
...Rev. of *An Intimate Wilderness: Lesbian Writers on Sexuality* ed. by Judith Barrington. Eighth Mountain. 4.1(Sp92):11
...Rev. of *Lesbian/Woman* by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon. Volcano. 4.2(Su92):13
...Rev. of *Murder is Germane* by Karen Saum. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):19
McElroy, Kelly
...Rev. of *It Gets Better: Coming Out, Overcoming Bullying, and Creating a Life Worth Living* ed. by Dan Savage and Terry Miller. Dutton. 23.2(Su11):9
...Rev. of *Persistence: All Ways Butch and Femme*. Ed. Ivan Coyote and Zena Sharman; trans. David Miller. Arsenal. 23.3(W12):15
...Rev. of *Rise of the Videogame Zinesters: How Freaks, Normals, Amateurs, Artists, Dreamers, Dropouts, Queers, Housewives, and People Like You Are Taking Back an Art Form* by Anna Anthropy. Seven Stories. 24.3(Su Supp12):12
...Rev. of *Sub Rosa: A Novel* by Amber Dawn. Arsenal. 23.3(W12):9
...Rev. of *Polaroids: Photographs by Attila Richard Lukacs* by Michael Morris. Arsenal Pulp. 23.1(Sp11):11
...Rev. of *Searching 4 Sandeep* dir. by Poppy Stockwell. Women Make Movies. 22.4(W10):7
...Rev. of *The Transgender Child: A Handbook for Families and Professionals* by Stephanie Brill and Rachel Pepper. Cleis. 21.3(Fa09):9
McPeak, James J.
...Rev. of *Amazing Grace: Stories of Lesbian and Gay Faith* ed. by Malcolm Boydard and Nancy L. Wilson. Crossing. 4.2(Su92):14

...Rev. of *Drum Beats: Walt Whitman’s Civil War Boy Lovers* ed. by Charley Shively. Gay Sunshine. 4.2(Su92):14-15

...Rev. of *Gay and Lesbian Youth* ed. by Gilbert Herdt. Harrington Park. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):11

...Rev. of *Gloria Goes to Gay Pride* by Leslea Newman. Alyson. 4.2(Su92):22

...Rev. of *How Would You Feel If Your Dad Was Gay?* by Ann Heron and Meredith Maran. Alyson. 4.2(Su92):22

...Rev. of *Journey to Brotherhood: Awakening, Healing and Connecting Men’s Hearts* by Frank Cardelle. Gardner. 4.2(Su92):18

...Rev. of *Noah & the Ark: The Influence of Sex, Homophobia, and Heterosexism in the Flood Story and Its Writing* by Arthur Frederick Ide. Monument. 5.1(Sp93):12

...Rev. of *Of Rhyme and Reason: My Lyrics and Other Loves* by Bernard Spiro. Strawberry Hill. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):16

...Rev. of *Rescuing the Bible from Fundamentalism: A Bishop Rethinks the Meaning of Scripture* by John Shelby Spong. Harper. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):18

...Rev. of *Vampires Anonymous* by Jeffrey N. McMahan. Alyson. 3.3 (Fa91):11

Means, Ray B.

...Rev. of *AIDS and Ethics* ed. by Frederic G. Reamer. Columbia U. 4.4(W92):10

...Rev. of *Lowe Down* by Tim Lowe as told to John Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):12

...Rev. of *Putting Out 1991; A Publishing Resource Guide for Lesbian and Gay Writers* by Edisol W. Dotson. Putting Out Books 4.2(Su92):12

Meggett, Joyce

...Rev. of *A Great Unrecorded History: A New Life of E. M. Forster* by Wendy Moffat. Farrar. 22.3(Fa10):11

...Rev. of *Bulldaggers, Pansies, and Chocolate Babies: Performance, Race, and Sexuality in the Harlem Renaissance* by James F. Wilson. U. of Michigan. 23.1(Sp11):8

...Rev. of *Deadly Nightshade* by Victor J. Banis. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8

...Rev. of *Folsom Street Blues: A Memoir of 1970s SoMa and Leatherfolk in Gay San Francisco* by Jim Stewart. Palm Drive. 24.1(Sp12):12

...Rev. of *Grant Wood: A Life* by R. Tripp Evans. Knopf. 22.4(W10):9-10

...Rev. of *Hide/Seek: Difference and Desire in American Portraiture* by Jonathan Katz, David C. Ward, and Jennifer Sichel. Smithsonian. 23.3(W12):13

...Rev. of *Since My Last Confession: A Gay Catholic Memoir* by Scott Pomfret. Arcadia. 20.3(Fa08):9

...Rev. of *The Haunted Heart and Other Tales* by Jameson Currier. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):12

...Rev. of *The Slow Fix: Stories* by Ivan E. Coyote. Arsenal Pulp. 21.1(Sp09):7

...Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2008: The Best of the Year’s Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 20.4(W08):11

...Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2009: The Best of the Year’s Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. 22.1(Sp10):14

Meister, Jennifer J.

...Rev. of *Lesbian Families’ Challenges and Means of Resiliency: Implications for Feminist Family Therapy* ed. by Anne M. Prouty Lynnes. Haworth. 19.4(W07):10
Melton, Rob
...Rev. of Making Light of It by James Broughton. City Lights 5.2(Su93):9
Miller, Howard
...Rev. of Physique: The Life of John S. Barrington by Rupert Smith. Serpent’s Tail. 10.1(Sp98):11
Murray, David C.
...Rev. of Deliberate Indifference: A Gay Man’s Maltreatment by the United States Department of Justice by Jack Owensby. A-Argus Books. 20.4(W08):13
...Rev. of Goldsands by William Maltese. MLR. 20.1(Sp08):8
...Rev. of The Fall of ’55 by Seth Randal. Entendre Pictures. 20.1(Sp08):10
Nachem, Jesse
...Rev. of 8: The Mormon Proposition dir. Reed Cowan and Steven Greenstart. David v. Goliath Films. 22.3(Fa10):9
...Rev. of Easy by Ally Blue. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):10
...Rev. of In Sickness and in Health dir. Pilar Prassas. Women Make Movies. 22.2(Su10):10
...Rev. of Missed Her by Ivan E. Coyote. Arsenal Pulp. 23.1(Su11):15
...Rev. of The Mirror and the Mask: A Jane Lawless Mystery by Ellen Hart. Minotaur. 22.1(Sp10):13
...Rev. of The Nearest Exit May Be Behind You by S. Bear Bergman. Arsenal Pulp. 21.4(W09):9
...Rev. of Verge by Z. Eglaff. Bywater. 21.2(Su09):9
Nectoux, Tracy
...Rev. of A Scarecrow’s Bible by Martin Hyatt. Suspect Thought’s. 19.2(Su07):10
...Rev. of Call Me by Your Name by Andre Aciman. Farrar. 19.3(Fa07):10
...Rev. of Details of the Hunt by Laura Baumbach. MLR. 19.4(W07):8
...Rev. of Magic and Mystery by Peter Marino. Holiday House. 21.4(W09):8
...Rev. of The Carnivorous Lamb by Agustin Gomez-Arco. Arsenal Pulp. 20.1(Sp08):7-8
...Rev. of The Dictionary of Homophobia: A Global History of Gay & Lesbian Experiences ed. by Louis-Georges Tin. Aresenal Pulp. 21.2(Su09):6-7
...Rev. of Uncle Bobby’s Wedding by Sarah S. Brannen. Putnam. 20.3(Fa08):6
...Rev. of Vintage: A Ghost Story by Steve Berman. Lethe. 20.2(Su08):10
Needelman, Elaine
...Rev. of Gay and Lesbian Americans and Political Participation: A Reference Handbook by Raymond A. Smith and Donald P. Haider-Markel. [s.n.] 14.3(Fa02):7
...Rev. of Leading the Parade by Paul D. Cain. [s.n.] 14.4(W02):7
New, Tony
...Rev. of Terence Rattigan by Geoffrey Wansell. St. Martin’s. 9.3(Fa97):9
Nichols, Joel
...Rev. of Heiress of Russ 2011: The Year’s Best Lesbian Speculative Fiction of the Year ed. JoSelle Vanderhooft and Steve Berman. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):8
Nicholson Joey
...Rev. of King & King & Family by Linda De Haan and Stern Nijland. Tricycle. 16.4(W04):3
...Rev. of So Hard to Say by Alex Sanchez. S&S. 17.3(Fa05):10
...Rev. of Swimming in the Monsoon by Shyam Selvadurai. Tundra Books. 18.2(Su06):8
...Rev. of The Line of Beauty by Alan Hollinghurst. Bloomsbury. 16.4(W04):3
...Rev. of Totally Joe by James Howe. Atheneum. 17.4(W05):7
Nomine, Sine
...Rev. of *Queer Theatre and the Legacy of Cal Yeomans* by Robert A. Schanke. Palgrave. 24.1(Sp12):12

...Rev. of *The Choosing: A Rabbi’s Journey from Silent Nights to High Holy Days* by Andrea Myers. Rutgers. 23.3(W12):14

...Rev. of *The Gay Man’s Guide to Timeless Manners and Proper Etiquette* by Corey Rosenberg. Chelsea. 23.3(W12):13

O’Flanagan, Granvaile
...Rev. of *The Praeger Handbook of Transsexuality: Changing Gender to Match Mindset* by Rachel Ann Heath. Praeger. 19.1(Sp07):9

Ornelas, Analisa
...Rev. of *Comfort Food for Breakups: The Memoir of a Hungry Girl* by Marusya Bociurkiw. Arsenal Pulp. 19.3(Fa07):9

...Rev. of *Family Outing: What Happened When I Found Out My Mother Was Gay* by Troy Johnson. Arcade. 20.4(W08):13

Otto, John
...Rev. of *No Dumb Questions* dir. by Melissa Regan. Epiphany. 24.1(Sp12):13

Pasini, Nicole
...Rev. of *Above All, Honor* by Radclyffe; narr. by Karen Anton. Dog Ear Audio. 22.1(Sp10):7

...Rev. of *Changing House* dir. by Z. A. Mortahardjano. Frameline. 22.4(W10):5

...Rev. of *Choice of Love* dir. by Eirik Andreas Sandaker. Frameline. 22.4(W10):6

...Rev. of *In the Family: Marriage Equality and LGBT Families* dir. Jen Gilomen and COLAGE. Frameline. 22.2(Su10):10

...Rev. of *Out in the Silence: Love, Hate, and a Quest for Change in Small Town America* dir. by Joe Wilson and Dean Hamer. Qwaves Documentary Films. 22.1(Sp10):8
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...Rev. of *Love, Zena Beth* by Diane Salvatore. Naiad. 5.1(Sp93):11
Stratton, Steve
...Rev. of *Borrowing Time: A Latino Sexual Odyssey* by Carlos T. Mock. Floricanto. 16.3(Fa04):6
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...Rev. of *Luna* by Julie Anne Peters. Little Brown. 17.3(Fa05):8
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...Rev. of *Death with Dignity* by Jack Ricardo. Banned Books. 3.3 (Fa91):11
...Rev. of *Finale: Stories of Mystery and Suspense.* ed. by Michael Nava. Alyson. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):14
…Rev. of Freed to Kill: The True Story of Larry Eyler by Gera-Lind Kolarik. Chicago Review Press. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):13
…Rev. of Holy Family by John L. Myers. Alyson. 4.4(W92):11
…Rev. of Murder is Relative by Karen Saum. Naiad. 3.4(W91):6
…Rev. of Quatrefoil by James Barr. Alyson. 3.4(W91):6-7
…Rev. of Silverwolf by Roger Edmonson. Banned Books. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):19
Swogger, Susan
Szalkowski, Roseann
…Rev. of And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell; ill. by Henry Cole. S&S. 17.4(W05):6
…Rev. of Cirkus by Patti Frazee. Alyson. 18.4(W06):7
…Rev. of Money without Matrimony: The Unmarried Couple’s Guide to Financial Security by Sheryl Garrett and Debra A. Neiman. Dearborn. 18.1(Sp06):8
…Rev. of The Child by Sarah Schulman. Arsenal Pulp. 21.1(Sp09):8
…Rev. of The Night Watch by Sarah Waters. Riverhead. 18.3(Fa06):9
Taraba, Suzy
…Rev. of A Room Full of Women by Elisabeth Nonas. Naiad. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):14
…Rev. of Dykes and Sundry Other Carbon-Based Beings to Watch Out For by Alison Bechdel. Alyson. 15.3(Fa03):5
…Rev. of Emily Dickinson: Woman Poet by Paula Bennett. U. of Iowa. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):16
…Rev. of He’s My Daughter by Lynda Langley. Indra Publishing. 15.1(Sp03):6
…Rev. of Keeping You a Secret: A Novel by Julie Anne Peters. Megan Tingley. 15.4(W03):6
Tarr, Beth L.
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…Rev. of Vanitas by Joseph Olshan. S&S. 11.4(W99):4
Troy, Jennifer
…Rev. of The Family Book by Todd Parr. Hatchette Book Group. 23.1(Sp11):7
Vance, Katy
…Rev. of The L Life: Extraordinary Lesbians Making a Difference by Erin McHugh. Stewart. 23.2(Su11):9
Vess, David S.
…Rev. of Another Word for Sky: Poems by Jay Michaelson. Lethe. 20.4(W08):13
…Rev. of Ten More Good Years dir. by Michael Jacoby. LookOut Films. 21.1(Sp09):10
Vetruba, Brian
…Rev. of The Joy of Gay Sex by Charles Silverstein and Felice Picano. Harper. 15.3(Fa03):6
Waldman, Michael
…Rev. of First Person Queer: Who We Are (So Far), A Collection of Personal Essays ed. by Richard Labonte and Lawrence Schimel. Arsenal Pulp. 20.1(Sp08):6
…Rev. of The Future is Queer: A Science Fiction Anthology ed. by Richard Labonte and Lawrence Schimel. Arsenal Pulp. 18.4(W06):9
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Ward, Nel. See Also Romans, Larry and Nel Ward
...Rev. of *Gay in America: Portraits* by Scott Pasfield. Wcome Books. 23.3(W12):16
...Rev. of *The Girls Club* by Sally Bellerose. Bywater. 24.1(Sp12):10
Watts, Corwin
Whitlow, Charles
...Rev. *Battling with Beasts: Sex in the Life and Letters of St. Paul; The Issues of Homosexuality, Heterosexuality, and Bisexuality* by Arthur Frederick Ide. Tanglewood. 4.4(W92):10
...Rev. of *Coming Out Within: Stages of Spiritual Awakening for Lesbians and Gay Men – The Journey from Loss to Transformation* by Craig O’Neill and Kathleen Ritter. Harper. 4.2(Su92):11
...Rev. of *Constructing Gay Theology* ed. by Michael L. Stemmler and J. Michael Clark. Monument Press. 4.1(Sp92):10-11
...Rev. of *Homophobia and the Judeo-Christian Tradition* ed. by Michael L. Stemmler and J. Michael Clark. Monument Press. 4.1(Sp92):10
...Rev. of *In God’s Image: Christian Witness to the Need for Gay/Lesbian Equality in the Eyes of the Church* by Robert Warren Cromey. Alamo Square. 3.3 (Fa91):9
...Rev. of *Soar and Her Sisters: The Bible, Homosexuality & Jesus Christ* by Arthur Frederick Ide. Minuteman Press. 4.1(Sp92):12
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...Rev. of *The Man Jesus Loved: Homoerotic Narratives from the New Testament* by Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. Pilgrim. 15.4(W03):7
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...Rev. of *The Manny Files* by Christian Burch. Simon & Schuster. 19.2(Su07):10
...Rev. of *The Queer Composition of America’s Sound: Gay Modernists, American Music, and National Identity* by Nadine Hubbs. U. of California. 17.4(W05):7
Woolwine, David
...Rev. of *Finding Out: An Introduction to LGBT Studies* by Deborah T. Meem, Michelle A. Gibson and Jonathan F. Alexander. SAGE. 21.1(Sp09):9
...Rev. of *Freaks and Revelations* by Davida Wills Hurwin. Little Brown. 21.4(W09):12
...Rev. of *Reading Genesis: The Beginning of Wisdom* by Leon R. Kass. Free Press. 17.4(W05):9
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...Wilk, Joseph. Rev. of *Absolutely Positively Not* by David Larochelle. Arthur A. Levine. 17.3(Fa05):8
...Nicholson, Joey. Rev. of *Totally Joe* by James Howe. Atheneum. 17.4(W05):7
...Scare, Paul. Rev. of *Sonny’s House of Spies* by George Ella Lyon. Atheneum. 18.2(Su06):8
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...Hribar, Amy. Rev. of *Transgender Explained for Those Who Are Not* by Joanne Herman. AuthorHouse. 22.2(Su10):12
Avalon
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...Lowry, Jane. Rev. of *Write from the Heart: Lesbian Healing from Heartache* by Anita Pace. Baby Steps. 5.1(Sp93):13-14
Balboa Press
...[s.n.] Rev. of *Mind Your Own Life: The Journey Back to Love* by Aaron Anson. Balboa. 24.2(Su12): 14
Banned Books
Eagan, Joseph M. Rev. of *Getting Away with Murder* by Pele Plante. Clothespin Fever Press. 3.3 (Fa91):12

Johnston, Lisa N. Rev. of *Who Wears the Tux? The Original Great American Dyze Quiz* by Julia Willis. Banned Books. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):10-11

Klein, Gary M. Rev. of *Candy Holidays and Other Short Fictions* by Stan Levanthal. Banned Books. 4.3(Fa92):14

Klein, Pauline. Rev. of *Sudden Summer* by Gilda Harrington. Banned Books. 3.4(W91):6

Klein, Pauline. Rev. of *Two Women Revisited: The Poetry of Jeannette Foster and Valerie Tyalor* by Jeannette Foster and Valerie Taylor. Banned Books. 4.2(Su92):12

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *The Sparkling Lavender Dust of Lust* by Tee Corinne. Banned Books. 4.2(Su92):21

Streeter, David. Rev. of *Death with Dignity* by Jack Ricardo. Banned Books. 3.3 (Fa91):11

Streeter, David. Rev. of *Silverwolf* by Roger Edmonson. Banned Books. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):19

Beacon Press

[s.n.] Rev. of *From the Closet to the Courtroom: Five LGBT Rights Lawsuits that Have Changed Our Nation* by Carlos A. Ball. Beacon. 23.2(Su11):9


Gray, Johnnie N. Rev. of *Straight: The Surprisingly Short History of Heterosexuality* by Hanne Blank. Beacon. 24.2(Su12):13

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *I Told You So* by Kate Clinton. Beacon. 21.2(Su09):6


Bear Bones Books

Bradford, John. Rev. of *Binding the God: Ursine Essays from the American South* by Jeff Mann. Bear Bones. 23.2(Su11): 8

Black Sparrow Press

McCabe, Robert E., Jr. Rev. of *Looking for Genet: Literary Essays and Reviews* by Alfred Chester; ed. by Edward Field. Black Sparrow Press. 5.2 (Sp 93):10

Bloomsbury

Breedlove, W. Stephen. Rev. of *A Perfect Waiter* by Alain Claude Sulzer. Bloomsbury. 20.2(Su08):9

Nicholson, Joey. Rev. of *The Line of Beauty* by Alan Hollinghurst. Bloomsbury. 16.4(W04):3

Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *Sprout* by Dale Peck. Bloomsbury. 22.1(Sp10):10

Bold Strokes Books
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Dutton
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...Clay, Amanda. Rev. of *Freak Show* by James St. James. Dutton. 20.1(Sp08):5
McElroy, Kelly. Rev. of *It Gets Better: Coming Out, Overcoming Bullying, and Creating a Life Worth Living* ed. by Dan Savage and Terry Miller. Dutton. 23.2(Su11):9


Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *Postcards from No Man’s Land* by Aiden Chambers. Dutton. 15.3(Fa03):7

Ecco

Imhof, Robin. Rev. of *Wild Heart, A Life: Natalie Clifford Barney’s Journey from Victorian America to the Literary Salons of Paris* by Suzanne Rodriguez. Ecco. 15.3(Fa03):6

Edward-William Publishing


Eighth Mountain Press, The

McClamroch, Jo. Rev. of *An Intimate Wilderness: Lesbian Writers on Sexuality* ed. by Judith Barrington. Eighth Mountain. 4.1(Sp92):11

Faber & Baber

Stevens, Barbara. Rev. of *Offseason: A Novel* by Naomi Holoch. Faber & Baber. 10.2(Su98):11

Farrar, Straus & Giroux

Anderson, James A. Rev. of *Specimen Days* by Michael Cunningham. Farrar. 17.3(Fa05):10

Anderson, Kathy. Rev. of *Shy Girl* by Elizabeth Berg. Farrar. 11.4(W99):4

Barber, Ray. Rev. of *Molly’s Family* by Nancy Garden. Farrar. 16.2(Su04):3

Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *A Great Unrecorded History: A New Life of E. M. Forster* by Wendy Moffat. Farrar. 22.3(Fa10):11

Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of *Call Me By Your Name* by Andre Aciman. Farrar. 19.3(Fa07):10

Ritchie, Cathy. Rev. of *Talk* by Kathe Koja. Farrar. 17.4(W05):8

Romans, Larry. Rev. of *By Nightfall* by Michael Cunningham. Farrar. 23.1(W 110: 14

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Lark in the Morning* by Nancy Garden. Farrar. 4.1(Sp92):12
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Johnston, Lisa N. Rev. of *Food and Spirits* by Beth Brant. Firebrand. 3.4(W91):6

Jones, Arla. Rev. of *And Then They Were Nuns* by Susan J. Leonardi. Firebrand. 15.4(W03):3

Magal, Ethel R. Rev. of *The Worry Girl: Stories from a Childhood* by Andrea Freud Lowensetein. Firebrand. (review) 5.1(Sp93):10

Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *The Mandrake Broom* by Jess Wells. Firebrand. 20.1(Sp08):9

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *The Gilda Stories: A Novel* by Jewelle Gomez. Firebrand. 3.3 (Fa91):10

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Just Say Yes* by Judith McDaniel. Firebrand. 3.3 (Fa91):11-12

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Scuttlebutt* by Jana Williams. Firebrand. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):18-19

Stabler, Elizabeth F. Rev. of *The Escape Artist: A Novel* by Judith Katz. Firebrand. 9.3(Fa97):10

Stevens, Barbara. Rev. of *To Be Continued* ed. by Michele Karlsberg and Karen X. Tulchinsky. Firebrand. 11.1(Sp99):7

Floricanto Press

Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *Mosaic Virus* by Carlos T. Mock. Floricanto. 18.4(W06):8
...Stratton, Steve. Rev. of *Borrowing Time: A Latino Sexual Odyssey* by Carlos T. Mock. Floricanto. 16.3(Fa04):6

...Flesher-Duffy, Sharon. Rev. of *Erik & Isabelle: Freshman Year at Foresthill High, Erik & Isabelle: Sophomore Year at Foresthill High; Erik & Isabelle: Junior Year at Foresthill High, and Erik & Isabelle: Senior Year at Foresthill High* by Kim Wallace. Foglight. 20.4(W08):9

...Dartis, Michelle D. Rev. of *Quench! Refreshing Devotionals by Gay, Trans, and Affirming Christians* ed. by Keith J. Phillips. Found Pearl. 22.4(W10):11

...Woolwine, David E. Rev. of *The Real Trial of Oscar Wilde: The First Uncensored Transcript of the Trial of Oscar Wilde vs John Douglas (Marquess of Queensberry) 1895.* Fourth Estate. 17.3(Fa05):9

...Woolwine, David. Rev. of *Reading Genesis: The Beginning of Wisdom* by Leon R. Kass. Free Press. 17.4(W05):9

...Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of *Uncle Bobby’s Wedding* by Sarah S. Brannen. Putnam. 20.3(Fa08):6

...Journey to Brotherhood: Awakening, Healing and Connecting Men’s Hearts* by Frank Cardelle. Gardner. 4.2(Su92):18


...Gough, Cal. Rev. of *Gay Roots: Twenty Years of Gay Sunshine; An Anthology of Gay History, Sex, Politics, and Culture* ed. by Winston Leyland. Gay Sunshine. 4.2(Su92):17

...McPeak, Jim. Rev. of *Drum Beats: Walt Whitman’s Civil War Boy Lovers* ed. by Charley Shively. Gay Sunshine. 4.2(Su92):14-15

...Coats, Reed. Rev. of *The Bunny Book:A Novel for Anyone Who Believes Life and Death Are, After All, A Wonder* by John D’Hondt. GLB. 4.2(Su92):22

...Lang, Louis. Rev. of *The Book of Boy Trouble: Gay Boy Comics with a New Attitude* ed. by Robert Kirby and David Kelly. Green Candy. 21.2(Su09):10

...Lang, Louis. Rev. of *The Book of Boy Trouble: Born to Trouble: Born to Trouble* ed. by Robert Kirby and David Kelly. Green Candy. 21.2(Su09):10

...Besan, Michele. Rev. of *Daring to Find Our Names: The Search for Lesbigay Library History* ed. by James V. Carmichael. Greenwood. 11.2(Su99):10

...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *A Gay History of Britain: Love and Sex Between Men Since the Middle Ages* ed. by Matt Cook et al. Greenwood. 20.2(Su08):6-7

...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *A Lesbian History of Britain: Love and Sex Between Women Since 1500* by Rebecca Jenning. Greenwood. 20.2(Su08):6-7
Romans, Larry. Rev. of *Encyclopedia of Contemporary LGBTQ Literature of the United States* ed. by Emmanuel S. Nelson. ABC-CLIO/Greenwood. 22.2(Su10):11
Harcourt
Gough, Cal. Rev. of *Becoming a Man* by Paul Monette. Harcourt. (review) 5.2(Su93):8-9
Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *The Stone Gods* by Jeanette Winterson. Harcourt. 20.2(Su08):9
Harp
McPeak, Jim. Rev. of *Rescuing the Bible from Fundamentalism: A Bishop Rethinks the Meaning of Scripture* by John Shelby Spong. Harper. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):18
Ridinger, Rob. Rev. of *Families Like Mine: Children of Gay Parents Tell It Like It Is* by Abigail Garner. Harper. 18.1(Sp06):8
Ruffle, Kathy. Rev. of *Stolen Glances: Lesbians Take Photographs* ed. by Tessa Boffin and Jean Fraser. Pandora / Harper. 4.4(W92):9
Vetruba, Brian. Rev. of *The Joy of Gay Sex* by Charles Silverstein and Felice Picano. Harper. 15.3(Fa03):6
Whitlow, Charles. Rev. of *Coming Out Within: Stages of Spiritual Awakening for Lesbians and Gay Men – The Journey from Loss to Transformation* by Craig O’Neill and Kathleen Ritter. Harper. 4.2(Su92):11
Harrington Park Press
Edminster, Bill. Rev. of *Love Letters Between a Certain Late Nobleman and the Famous Mr. Wilson* ed. By Michael S. Kimmel. Harrington Park. 3.3 (Fa91):9-10
Johnston, Lisa N. Rev. of *Loving Boldly: Issues Facing Lesbians* by Esther D. Rothblum and Ellen Cole. Harrington Park. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):12
...Lutes, Michael A. Rev. of *Men Who Beat the Men Who Love Them* by David Island and Patric Letellier. Harrington Park. 4.2(Su92):15-16

...McPeak, Jim. Rev. of *Gay and Lesbian Youth* ed. by Gilbert Herdt. Harrington Park. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):11

...Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *Becoming a Woman: A Biography of Christine Jorgensen* by Richard F. Docter. Harrington Park. 19.4(W07):9


...Ritchie, Cathy. Rev. of *Noble Lives: Biographical Portraits of Three Remarkable Gay Men* by Marc E. Vargo. Harrington Park. 18.1(Sp06):9

...Scare, Paul. Rev. of *Confessions of a Male Nurse* by Richard S. Ferri. Harrington Park. 18.1(Sp06):7

...Schill, Victor. Rev. of *Life, Sex, and the Pursuit of Happiness* by Fritz Klein. Harrington Park. 18.2(Su06):9

...Soltesz, David. Rev. of *Gay People, Sex, and the Media* ed. by Michelle A. Wolf and Alfred P. Kielwasser. Harrington Park. (review) 5.1(Sp93):11-12


Hatchette Book Group

...Troy, Jennifer. Rev. of *The Family Book* by Todd Parr. Hatchette. 23.1(Sp11):7

Haworth Press

... [s.n.]. Rev. of *Wicked Angels: A Tale of Male Adolescent Passion* by Eric Jourdan. Haworth. 19.1(Sp07):10

...Barber, Ray. Rev. of *Vintage: A Ghost Story* by Steve Berman. Haworth. 19.3(Fa07):10


...Fowlkes, Steven. Rev. of *Growing Up Gay in the South: Race, Gender, and Journeys of the Spirit* by James T. Sears. Haworth. 4.3(Fa92):15-16

...Klein, Gary M. Rev. of *Coming Out of the Classroom Closet: Gay and Lesbian Students, Teachers, and Curricula* ed. Karen Harback. Haworth. 5.1(Sp93): 14

...Klein, Gary M. Rev. of *Male Intergenerational Intimacy: Historical, Socio-Psychological and Legal Perspectives* ed. by Theo Sandfort, Edward Bronsersma and Alex van Naerssen. Haworth. 4.3(Fa92):16

...Meister, Jennifer J. Rev. of *Lesbian Families’ Challenges and Means of Resiliency: Implications for Feminist Family Therapy* ed. by Anne M. Prouty Lynnes. Haworth. 19.4(W07):10

...Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *Blood Sisters: A Novel of an Epic Friendship* by Mary Jacobsen. Haworth. 18.4(W06):7-8

...Ridinger, Rob. Rev. of *Contemporary Research on Sex Work*. Haworth. 18.1(Sp06):7

...Rosselli, Nicholas. Rev. of *A Matter of Degrees* by Alex Marcoux. Haworth. 19.3(Fa07):11

Henry Holt

...Manfredi, Angie. Rev. of *David Inside Out* by Lee Bantle. Henry Holt. 21.1(Sp09):6

...Ritchie, Cathy. Rev. of *The Fabulous Sylvester: The Legend, the Music, the Seventies in San Francisco* by Joshua Gamson. Henry Holt. 18.3(Fa06):8-9
...Stevens, Barbara. Rev. of *Completely Queer: The Gay and Lesbian Encyclopedia* by Steve Hogan and Lee Hudson. Henry Holt. 11.3(Fa99):9

...Thompson, Bil. Rev. of *The Other Side of Silence: Men’s Lives & Gay Identities — A Twentieth-Century History* by John Loughey. Henry Holt. 11.4(W99):3

HerBooks

...Klein, Pauline. Rev. of *Cats and Their Dykes* by Irene Reti and Shoney Sien. HerBooks. 3.4(W91):5

Holiday House

...Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of *Magic and Mystery* by Peter Marino. Holiday House. 21.4(W09):8

Homohappy Books

...Bradford, John. Rev. of *Find Love in a Gay Bathhouse: An Eight-Step Guide to Finding Mr. Right in a Gay Bathhouse & Then Making the Relationship Work* by Marcel Weil. Homohappy. 23.2(Su11): 8

Houghton Mifflin

...Lang, Louis. Rev. of *Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic* by Alison Bechdel. Houghton Mifflin. 18.4(W06):10

...Scare, Paul. Rev. of *A Seahorse Year* by Stacey D’Erasmo. Houghton Mifflin. 17.3(Fa05):9

...Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Love <Enter>* by Paula Kafka. Houghton Mifflin. 10.1(Sp98):11

...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *My Heartbeat* by Garret Freymann-Weyr. Houghton Mifflin. 15.3(Fa03):7

Hub City Press

...Lusher, TJ. Rev. of *Out Loud: The Best of Rainbow Radio* ed. by Ed Madden and Candance Chelcew-Hodge. Hub City. 23.2(Su11):10

Human Kinetics

...[s.n.] Rev. of *Strong Women, Deep Closets* by Pat Griffin. Human Kinetics. 11.1(Sp99):7

Hyperion

...Johnson, Matt. Rev. of *Grief: A Novel* by Andrew Holleran. Hyperion. 19.2(Su07):10

...Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *Dare to Hope: Saving American Democracy* by Jason West. Miramax / Hyperion. 18.2(Su06):9

In Other Words Publishing

...Higgs, Nancy A. Rev. of *Heather Has Two Mommies* by Leslea Newman; ill. by Diana Souza. In Other Words Publishing. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):15

Indiana University Press

...Cruikshank, Margaret. Rev. of *Cross Purposes: Lesbian Feminism and the Limits of Alliance* ed. by Dana Heller. Indiana U. 9.4(W97):8

...Klein, Gary M. Rev. of *Gay Voices from East Germany: Interviews with Jürgen Lemke* English version ed. by John Borneman; trans. Steven Stoltenbert, et al. Indiana U. 4.3(Fa92):18

Indra Publishing

...Tarr, Beth L. Rev. of *He’s My Daughter* by Lynda Langley. Indra. 15.1(Sp03):6

Information Age Publishing

...Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *The Principal’s Challenge: Learning from Gay and Lesbian Students* by Nicholas J. Pace. Information Age. 23.1(Sp11):11

Inkwater Press

...Anderson, James D. Rev. of *Precincts of Light: A Novel* by Henry Alley. Inkwater. 22.3(Fa10):12
Jessica Kingsley Publishers
...Kilzer, Rebekah. Rev. of Great Answers to Difficult Questions About Sex: What Children Need to Know by Linda Goldman. Jessica Kingsley. 23.1(Sp11):10
Kensington Books
...[s.n.] Rev. of Give It to Me by Sean Wolfe. Kensington. 24.3(Su Supp12):9
...Colby, Michael. Rev. of Robin and Ruby by K. M. Soehnlein. Kensington. 23.3(W12):11
...Dartis, Michelle D. Rev. of Dangerous Pleasures by Fiona Zedde. Kensington. 24.3(Su Supp12):10
...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of Lois Lenz, Lesbian Secretary by Monica Nolan. Kensington. 20.1(Sp08):8
...Gray, Johnnie. Rev. of Hidden by Tomas Mournian. Kensington. 23.2(Su11):6
Knopf
...Flesher-Duffy, Sharon. Rev. of Jumpstart the World by Catherine Ryane Hyde. Knopf. 23.2(Su11):7
...Megett, Joyce. Rev. of Grant Wood: A Life by R. Tripp Evans. Knopf. 22.4(W10):9-10
...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of Rage: A Love Story by Julie Anne Peters. Knopf. 22.1(Sp10):10
Lace Publications
...Johnston, Lisa N. Rev. of Alarming Heat by Regine Sand. Lace Publications. 4.1(Sp92):12
Lerner
...Johnston, Lisa N. Rev. of Understanding Sexual Identity: A Book for Gay Teens and Their Friends by Janice E. Reich. Lerner. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):17
Lethe Press
...[s.n.]. Rev. of Queering the Text: Biblical, Medieval, and Modern Jewish Stories by Andrew Ramer. Lethe Press. 22.4(W10):11
...Adams, S. Annelise. Rev. of Disturbed by Her Song by Tanith Lee. Lethe. 23.1(Sp11):14
...Anderson, James D. Rev. of Best Gay Stories 2009 ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 22.4(W10):12-13
...Anderson, James Doig. Rev. of Best Gay Stories 2011 ed. Peter Dube. Lethe. 23.3(W12):11
...Anderson, James Doig. Rev. of Dirty Poole: A Sensual Memoir by Wakefield Poole. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):14
...Anderson, James Doig. Rev. of Slant: A Novel by Timothy Wang. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):11
...Bradford, John. Rev. of Time Well Bent: Queer Alternative Histories ed. by Connie Wilkins. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):13
...Breedlove, W. Stephen. Rev. of Murder on Camac by Joseph R. G. DeMarco. Lethe. 21.4(W09):11
...Ciszek, Matthew P. Rev. of Loving Someone Gay by Don Clark. Lethe. 22.4(W10):10
...Elrod, Rachel. Rev. of A Report from Winter by Wayne Courtois. Lethe. 21.4(W09):10
...Freeman, John Mack. Rev. of Divining Divas: 100 Gay Men on Their Muses ed. by Michael Montlack. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):12
...Grantz, Emily. Rev. of a + e 4EVER by Ilike Merey. Lethe. 23.3(W12):8
...Gray, Johnnie N. Rev. of *Queer Hauntings: True Tales of Gay and Lesbian Ghosts* by Ken Summers. Lethe. 21.4(W09):10
...Gray, Johnnie. Rev. of *Chemistry* by Lewis DeSimone. Lethe. 20.4(W08):10
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Ask the Fire* by Dennis Paddie. Lethe. 22.4(W10):12
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Beyond Binary: Genderqueer and Sexually Fluid Speculative Fiction* ed. by Brit Mandela. Lethe. 24.2(Su12):11
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Mere Mortals: A Novel* by Erastes. Lethe. 23.3(W12):12
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *The Butterfly’s Wing* by Martin Foreman. Lethe. 21.4(W09):12
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *The Rest of Our Lives: A Novel* by Dan Stone. Lethe. 22.1(Sp10):13
...Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2010: The Year’s Best Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):14
...Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *The Haunted Heart and Other Tales* by Jameson Currier. Lethe. 22.2(Su10):12
...Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2008: The Best of the Year’s Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 20.4(W08):11
...Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *Wilde Stories 2009: The Best of the Year’s Gay Speculative Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 22.1(Sp10):14
...Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of *Vintage: A Ghost Story* by Steve Berman. Lethe. 20.2(Su08):10
...Nichols, Joel. Rev. of *Heiresses of Russ 2011: The Year’s Best Lesbian Speculative Fiction of the Year* ed. by JoSelle Vanderhoof and Steve Berman. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):8
...Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *So Fey: Queer Fairy Fiction* ed. by Steve Berman. Lethe. 21.4(W09):11
...s.n. Rev. of *The Master of Seacliff* by Max Pierce. Lethe. 24.3(Su Supp12):9
...Vess, David S. Rev. of *Another Word for Sky: Poems* by Jay Michaelson. Lethe. 20.4(W08):13
Leyland Publications
...DeSantis, John. Rev. of *Out in the Castro: Desire, Promise, Activism* ed. by Winston Leyland. Leyland Publications. 15.2(Su03):6
Libraries Unlimited
Library Juice
...[s.n.]. Rev. of *Out Behind the Desk: Workplace Issues for LGBTQ Librarians* ed. Tracy Marie Nectoux. Library Juice. 23.3(W12):16
Little Brown
...Barber, Ray. Rev. of *Luna: A Novel* by Julie Anne Peters. Little Brown. 16.4(W04):7
...Ritchie, Catherine. Rev. of *Between Mom and Jo* by Julie Anne Peters. Little Brown. 18.2(Su06):7
...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *Ash* by Malinda Lo. Little Brown. 21.4(W09):8
...Stevens, Barbara R. Rev. of *Women in Love: Portraits of Lesbian Mothers & Their Families* photographs and interviews by Barbara Seyda and Diana Herrera. Little Brown. 10.4(W98):6
...Stratton, Steve. Rev. of *Luna* by Julie Anne Peters. Little Brown. 17.3(Fa05):8
...Woolwine, David. Rev. of *Freaks and Revelations* by Davida Wills Hurwin. Little Brown. 21.4(W09):12
Los Hombres Press
...Fekety, Peter. Rev. of *Ramon’s Story* by Rick Elston. Los Hombres. (review) 5.1(Sp93):11
...Hardee, David R. Rev. of *Movie Hooky* by Dan Foster. Los Hombres. 5.1(Sp93):10-11
...Salvadori, T. R. Rev. of *The Vinyl Closet* by Boze Hadleigh. Los Hombres. 3.4(W91):5

LuraMedia
...Higgs, Nancy A. Rev. of *River of Promise: Two Women’s Story of Love and Adoption* by Judy Dahl. LuraMedia. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):11

Magnus Books

McFarland
...Carr, Steven L. Rev. of *Liberating Minds: The Stories and professional Lives of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Librarians and Their Advocates* ed. by Norman G. Kester. McFarland. 9.3(Fa97):8

...Fowlkes, Stephen. Rev. of *Gay and Lesbian Library Service* ed. by Cal Gough and Eileen Greenblatt. McFarland. 4.3(Fa92):16-17

...Ritchie, Cathy. Rev. of *The Gay Detective Novel: Lesbian and Gay Main Characters and Themes in Mystery Fiction* by Judith A. Markowitz. McFarland. 17.3(Fa05):9

Megan Tingley
...Tarr, Beth. Rev. of *Keeping You a Secret: A Novel* by Julie Anne Peters. Megan Tingley. 15.4(W03):6

Minotaur Books
...Nachem, Jesse. Rev. of *The Mirror and the Mask: A Jane Lawless Mystery* by Ellen Hart. Minotaur. 22.1(Sp10):13

Minuteman Press
...Whitlow, Charles. Rev. of *Soar and Her Sisters: The Bible, Homosexuality & Jesus Christ* by Arthur Frederick Ide. Minuteman. 4.1(Sp92):12

MLR Press
...[s.n.]. Rev. of *Drag Queen in the Court of Death* by Caro Sole. MLR. 21.4(W09):12
...[s.n.]. Rev. of *The Geography of Murder* by P. A. Brown. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):12
...[s.n.]. Rev. of *The Lost Temple of Karttikeya* by Laura Baumbach. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):11
...[s.n.]. Rev. of *Warrior Prince* by J. P. Bowie. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):14

...Adams, S. Annelise. Rev. of *Bashed: A Love Story* by Rick R. Reed. MLR. 22.4(W10):12

...Anderson, James D. Rev. of *Inland Empire* by James Buchanan. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):13

...Anderson, James D. Rev. of *Lola Dances* by Victor J. Banis. MLR. 20.2(Su08):8

...Anderson, James D. Rev. of *The 38 Million Dollar Smile: A Donald Strachey Mystery* by Richard Stevenson. MLR. 21.4(W09):13

...Ciszek, Matthew P. Rev. of *GayLife.com* by Neil Placky. MLR. 22.1(Sp10):12

...Clay, Amanda. Rev. of *Blood Claim* by Laura Baumbach, Angela Fiddler and Jet Mykes. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8

...Colby, Michael. Rev. of *Death Vows* by Richard Stevenson. MLR. 20.3(Fa08):8

...Colby, Michael. Rev. of *The Good Thief* by James Buchanan. MLR. 20.4(W08):9-10

...Corvene, Sarah. Rev. of *A Dangerous Thing: An Adrien English Mystery* by Josh Lanyon. MLR. 19.4(W07):8

...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *Love Hurts* ed. by William Maltese. MLR. 20.2(Su08):9

...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *The Ties that Bind* ed. by Laura Baumbach. MLR. 20.2(Su08):9

...Ferrell, Travis. Rev. of *Gym Dandy: A Gay Romance* by Storm Grant. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):9
Ferrell, Travis Alan. Rev. of *Bend in the Road* by Jeanne Barrack. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8
Gray, Johnnie N. Rev. of *Ardennian Boy* by William Maltese and Wyane Gunn. MLR. 20.3(Fa08):7
Gray, Johnnie. Rev. of *Death of a Pirate King* by Josh Lanyon. MLR. 21.1(Sp09):8
Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Foxtail* by Haley Walsh. MLR. 23.1(Sp11):15
Hubbard, Paul. Rev. of *Time After Time* by J. P. Bowie. MLR. 22.3(Fa10):13
Lusher, TJ. Rev. of *Mexican Heat* by Laura Baumbach and Josh Lanyon. MLR. 21.1(Sp09):6
Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *Deadly Nightshade* by Victor J. Banis. MLR. 21.2(Su09):8
Murray, David. Rev. of *Goldsands* by William Maltese. MLR. 20.1(Sp08):8
Nachem, Jesse. Rev. of *Easy* by Ally Blue. MLR. 21.3(Fa09):10
Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of *Details of the Hunt* by Laura Baumbach. MLR. 19.4(W07):8
McPeak, James J. Rev. of *Noah & the Ark: The Influence of Sex, Homophobia and Heterosexism in the Flood Story and Its Writing* by Arthur Frederick Ide. Monument. (review) 5.1(Sp93):12
Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Singing Up the Sun* by Ocala Wings. Mother Courage. 3.4(W91):5
Romans, Larry. Rev. of *Every Time I Think of You* by Jim Provenzano. Myrmidude. 24.3(Su Supp12):8
Fogg, Dana Artemis. Rev. of *In the Game: A Virginia Kelly Mystery* by Nikki Baker. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):21
Klein, Pauline. Rev. of *Stranded* by Camarin Grae. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):19
Magal, Ethel R. Rev. of *Singular Spy* by Amanda Kyle Williams. Naiad. (review) 5.1(Sp93):10
McClamroch, Jo. Rev. of *Murder is Germane* by Karen Saum. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):19
Ruffle, Kathy. Rev. of *Kiss and Tell* by Robbi Sommers. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):20-21
Salvadori, T. R. Rev. of *Priorities* by Lynda Lyons. Naiad. 3.3 (Fa91):11
Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *The Hallelujah Murders: A Poppy Dillworthy Mystery* by Dorothy Tell. Naiad. 4.2(Su92):19
Stone, Martha E. Rev. of *Love, Zena Beth* by Diane Salvatore. Naiad. 5.1(Sp93):11
Streeter, David. Rev. of *Murder is Relative* by Karen Saum. Naiad. 3.4(W91):6
Taraba, Suzy. Rev. of *A Room Full of Women* by Elisabeth Nonas. Naiad. 3.1/2(Fa90/W91):14
Soltesz, David. Rev. of *World Guide to Nude Beaches & Recreation* by Lee Baxandall. Naturalists Editions. 4.2(Su92):11
Neal-Schuman

Nelson Borhek Press

New Press

New Victoria Publishers

New York University Press
Fanning, Joe. Rev. of Freedom to Differ: The Shaping of the Gay and Lesbian Struggle for Civil Rights by Diane Helene Miller. NYU. 11.4(W99):4

Landrum, Maria. Rev. of When Gay People Get Married: What Happens When Societies Legalize Same-Sex Marriage by M. V. Lee Badgett. NYU. 21.4(W09):9

Smith, Martin A. Rev. of Queer Representations: Reading Lives, Reading Culture ed. by Martin Duberman. NYU. 9.3(Fa97):7

Woolwine, David. Rev. of The Sexuality of Migration: Border Crossings and Mexican Immigrant Men by Lionel Contu, Jr. NYU. 22.1(Sp10):11

Nolo

Norton

Oxford University Press


P.D. Publishing
[s.n.]. Rev. of The Truth of Yesterday by Josh Aterovis. P.D. 23.3(W12):9

Painted Leaf Press
Anderson, Kathy. Rev. of Sor Juana’s Love Poems: in Spanish and English by Sister Juana Ines de la Cruz; trans. by Joan Larkin and Jaime Marique. Painted Leaf. 10.3(Fa98):9

Palgrave
...Nomine, Sine. Rev. of *Queer Theatre and the Legacy of Cal Yeomans* by Robert A. Schanke. Palgrave. 24.1(Sp12):12
Palm Drive Publishing
...Meggert, Joyce. Rev. of *Folsom Street Blues: A Memoir of 1970s SoMa and Leatherfolk in Gay San Francisco* by Jim Stewart. Palm Drive. 24.1(Sp12):12
Pantheon
...Keilty, Patrick. Rev. of *Mother of Sorrows* by Richard McCann. Pantheon. 17.1(Sp05):2
Penguin
...Barber, Ray. Rev. of *The Bermudez Triangle* by Maureen Johnson. Penguin. 16.4(W04):7
...Clonan, Scott. Rev. of *Will Grayson, Will Grayson* by John Green and David Levithan. Penguin. 22.3(Fa10):10
...Kilzer, Rebekah. Rev. of *Among Other Things, I’ve Taken Up Smoking* by Aoibheann Sweeny. Penguin. 19.4(W07):9
...Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *My Most Excellent Year: A Novel of Love, Mary Poppins and Fenway Park* by Steve Kluger. Penguin. 20.2(Su08):10
Persona Press
...Salvadori, T. R. Rev. of *Castro Street Memoirs* by N. A. Diaman. Persona. 4.2(Su92):22-23
Pilgrim Press
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *Heterosexism in Contemporary World Religion: Problem and Prospect* ed. by Marvin M. Ellison and Judith Plaskow. Pilgrim. 20.2(Su08):7
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *Plato or Paul? The Origins of Western Homophobia* by Theodore W. Jennings, Jr. Pilgrim. 21.4(W09):10
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *Sensuous Spirituality: Out from Fundamentalism* by Virginia Ramey Mollenkott. Pilgrim. 21.1(Sp09):9
...Combe, David. Rev. of *God Comes Out: A Queer Homiletic* ed. by Olive Elaine Hinnant. Pilgrim. 19.4(W07):9
...Corvene, Sarah. Rev. of *Ministry among God’s Queer Folk: LGBT Pastoral Care* by David J. Kuntz and Bernard S. Schlager. Pilgrim. 20.3(Fa08):9
...Garnar, Martin. Rev. of *Courage to Love: Liturgies for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Community* ed. by Geoffrey Duncan. Pilgrim. 16.2(Su04):7
...Garnar, Martin. Rev. of *Queering Christ: Beyond Jesus Acted Up* by Robert E. Goss. Pilgrim. 15.3(Fa03):5
...Jones, Ruth Ann. Rev. of *Violence Against Women in Contemporary World Religion: Roots and Cures* ed. by Daniel C. Macquire and Sa’adiyya Shaikh. Pilgrim. 20.4(W08):14
...Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *Omnigender: A Trans-religious Approach* by Virginia Ramey Mollenkott. Pilgrim. 20.2(Su08):7-8
...Robinson, David. Rev. of *Science, Scripture, and Homosexuality* by Alice Ogden Bellis and Terry L. Hufford. Pilgrim. 16.1(Sp04):5
Plume
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...Gough, Cal. Rev. of *The Gay Decades: From Stonewall to the Present: The People and Events that Shaped Lives* by Leigh Rutledge. Plume. 5.2(Sp93):11

...Johnson, Walt. Rev. of *The Big Gay Book: A Man’s Guide for the 90’s* by John Preston. Plume. 4.2(Su92):16

PM Press

...Corvene, Sarah. Rev. of *Sometimes the Spoon Runs Away with Another Spoon* by Jacinta Bunnell and Nathaniel Kusinitz. PM Press. 23.1(Sp11):8

Praeger


Prairie Avenue Productions

...Elrod, Rachael. Rev. of *Obama and the Gays: A Political Marriage* by Tracy Baim. Prairie Avenue Productions. 23.1(Sp11):10-11

Press Gang Publishers

...Stabler, Elizabeth F. Rev. of *Beyond the Pale: A Novel* by Elana Dykewomon. Press Gang. 9.4(W97):7

...Stabler, Elizabeth F. Rev. of *Love Ruins Everything: A Novel* by Karen X. Tulchinsky. Press Gang. 10.4(W98):5

Prism Comics

...Clay, Amanda. Rev. of *Prism Comics: Your LGBT Guide to Comics #5*. Prism Comics. 20.4(W08):14

Prizm

...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *Water Seekers* by Michelle Rode. Prizm. 20.4(W08):10

Prometheus Books

...Stevens, Barbara R. Rev. of *Homosexuality: Debating the Issues* ed. by Robert M. Baird and M. Katherine Baird. Prometheus. 9.3(Fa97):9

Puffin

...Kaisen, Jim and Karen Hindhede. Rev. of *Eight Seconds* by Jean Ferris. Puffin. 16.1(Sp04):6

Putting Out Books


Q Press

...Jackson, Rose M. Rev. of *Transition and Beyond: Observations on Gender Identity* by Reid Vanderburgh. Q Press. 19.3(Fa07):10

Quote Editions

...Yndigoyen, Rose. Rev. of *Finalter* by Shawn Stewart. Quote Editions. 21.3(Fa09):10

Reaching Out Productions

...[s.n.] Rev. of *Reaching Out: Library Services for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning Youth*. Reaching Out Productions. 17.2(Su05):6

Redbone Press

...Dartis, Michelle D. Rev. of *Does Your Mama Know? An Anthology of Black Lesbian Coming Out Stories* by Lisa C. Moore. Redbone. 22.3(Fa10):10

Ripple Effect Press
Elrod, J. McRee. Rev. of *Vancouver Voices: A Novel* by David Watmough. Ripple Effect Press. 18.2(Su06):9
Riverhead Books

Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of *The Teahouse Fire* by Ellis Avery. Riverhead. 18.4(W06):7

Szaklowski, Roseann. Rev. of *The Night Watch* by Sarah Waters. Riverhead. 18.3(Fa06):9
Robert Kirby

Routledge


SantaVicca, Ed. Rev. of *Not in Front of the Audience: Homosexuality on Stage* by Nicholas de Jongh. Routledge. 4.4(W92):9

Rutgers University Press

Nomine, Sine. Rev. of *The Choosing: A Rabbi’s Journey from Silent Nights to High Holy Days* by Andrea Myers. Rutgers. 23.3(W12):14
SAGE Publications

Scarecrow Press

Barber, Ray. Rev. of *The Heart Has Its Reasons: Young Adult Literature with Gay/Lesbian/Queer Content, 1969-2004* by Michael Cart and Christine A. Jenkins. Scarecrow. 19.3(Fa07):9
Scribner

Anderson, James D. Rev. of *Encyclopedia of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender History in America* ed. by Marc Stein. Charles Scribner’s Sons / Thomson / Gale. 17.3(Fa05):5
Clonan, Scott. Rev. of *The Moonlit Earth* by Christopher Rice. Scribner. 22.2(Su10):13
Seal Press

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *Transgender History* by Susan Stryker. Seal. 21.1(Sp09):10
Serpent’s Tail

Anderson, Kathy. Rev. of *The Monkey’s Mask* by Dorothy Porter. Serpent’s Tale. 10.3(Fa98):9
Miller, Howard. Rev. of *Physique: The Life of John S. Barrington* by Rupert Smith. Serpent’s Tail. 10.1(Sp98):11
Seven Stories Press

Forslund, Lisa. Rev. of *Girl Boy Girl: How I Became JT Leroy* by Savannah Knoop. Seven Stories. 21.3(Fa09):8

Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *10,000 Dresses* by Marcus Ewert and Rex Ray. Seven Stories. 21.2(Su09):9

Sidewalk Revolution Press

Ruffle, Kathy. Rev. of *Out Here Flying: Lesbian Poetry* by Jan Hardy. Sidewalk Revolution. 4.2(Su92):15

Ruffle, Kathy. Rev. of *Wanting Women: An Anthology of Erotic Lesbian Poetry* by Yan Hardy. Sidewalk Revolution. 4.1(Sp92):9

Silverleaf Press

Ruffle, Kathy. Rev. of *The Blessed* by Nora Caspers. Silverleaf. 4.2(Su92):20

Clay, Amanda. Rev. of *The God Box* by Alex Sanchez. S&S. 19.4(W07):7

Clay, Amanda. Rev. of *Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe* by Benjamin Aire Saenz. S&S. 24.1(Sp12):10

Flesher, Sharon. Rev. of *Parrotfish* by Ellen Wittlinger. S&S. 20.1(Sp08):6


Lang, Louis. Rev. of *And Tango Makes Three* by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell; ill. by Henry Cole. S&S. 18.4(W06):10

Main, Linda. Rev. of *Necessary Hunger* by Nina Revoyr. S&S. 10.1(Sp98):11

Nicholson, Joey. Rev. of *So Hard to Say* by Alex Sanchez. S&S. 17.3(Fa05):10

Sills, Susan Lee. Rev. of *Flaming Iguanas: An Illustrated All-Girl Novel Thing* by Erika Lopez. S&S. 9.3(Fa97):9

Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *The Sissy Duckling* by Harvey Fierstein. S&S. 15.3(Fa03):7

Salkowski, Roseann. Rev. of *And Tango Makes Three* by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell; ill. by Henry Cole. S&S. 17.4(W05):6

Thompson, Bill. Rev. of *Vanitas* by Joseph Olshan. S&S. 11.4(W99):4

Wilk, Joseph. Rev. of *The Manny Files* by Christian Burch. S&S. 19.2(Su07):10

Zunt, Cal. Rev. of *Out for Good: The Struggle to Build a Gay Rights Movement in America* by Dudley Clendiner and Adam Nagourney. S&S. 11.3(Fa99):10

SLG Publishing

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *The Floundering Time* by Katy Weselcouch. SLG. 23.3(W12):8

Smithsonian Books


Soft Skull Press

Colby, Michael. Rev. of *Hotel Theory* by Wayne Kosterbaum. Soft Skull. 20.1(Sp08):8

Conner, Tiffani R. Rev. of *Juicy Mother Celebration: Number One* ed. by Jennifer Camper. Soft Skull. 17.4(W05):8

Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *Going to Heaven: The Life and Election of Bishop Gene Robinson* by Elizabeth Adams. Soft Skull. 19.2(Su07):8

Singer, Mark. Rev. of *Kings & Queens: Queers at the Prom* by David Boyfer. Soft Skull. 17.1(Sp05):3; 17.3(Fa05):3; 17.4(W05):3; 18.1(Sp06):3

Stratton, Steve. Rev. of *Choir Boy* by Charlie Anders. Soft Skull. 17.3(Fa05):8

Stratton, Steve. Rev. of *Deliver Me from Nowhere* by Tennessee Jones. Soft Skull. 17.2(Su05):2


Soho

Ridinger, Robert. Rev. of *Behind the Moon: A Novel* by Hsu-Ming Teo. Soho. 18.4(W06):8-9


Spiegel & Grau

Adams, S. Annelise. Rev. of *Another Life Altogether* by Elaine Beale. Spiegel & Grau. 22.3(Fa10):12

Spinster’s Ink

Jones, Arla A. Rev. of *Night Diving* by Michelene Esposito. Spinster’s Ink. 15.4(W03):6

State University of New York Press

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *Queer Youth Culture* ed. by Susan Driver. SUNY. 21.3(Fa09):9

St. Martin’s Press


Breedlove, W. Stephen. Rev. of *The Conversion* by Joseph Olshan. St. Martin’s. 21.3(Fa09):10

New, Tony. Rev. of *Terence Rattigan* by Geoffrey Wansell. St. Martin’s. 9.3(Fa97):9

Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *The Necessary Hunger* by Nina Revoyr. St. Martin’s. 20.3(Fa08):7-8

Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of *Looking for Anne of Green Gables: The Story of L. M. Montgomery and Her Literary Classic* by Irene Gammel. St. Martin’s. 21.2(Su09):7

STARBooks

Anderson, James D. Rev. of *The Statue of Pan: Six Stories, A Novella and a Novella-Play* by Ken Anderson. STARBooks. 20.1(Sp08):7

Eagan, Joseph. Rev. of *A Natural Beauty: Erotic Tales of Tender Young Lovers* ed. by John Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):20

Hardee, David R. Rev. of *Legends: The World’s Sexiest Men* ed. by Jon Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):13

Means, Ray B. Rev. of *Lowe Down* by Tim Lowe as told to John Patrick. STARBooks. 4.2(Su92):12

Stewart, Tabori & Chang-Abrams

Vance, Katy. Rev. of *The L Life: Extraordinary Lesbians Making a Difference* by Erin McHugh. Stewart, Tabori. 23.2(Su11):9

Strawberry Hill Press

McPeak, Jim. Rev. of *Of Rhyme and Reason: My Lyrics and Other Loves* by Bernard Spiro. Strawberry Hill. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):16

Suspect Thoughts Press
...Nectoux, Tracy. Rev. of A Scarecrow’s Bible by Martin Hyatt. Suspect Thoughts Press. 19.2(Su07):10
Tanglewood Press
...Whitlow, Charles. Rev. of Battling with Beasts: Sex in the Life and Letters of St. Paul; The Issues of Homosexuality, Heterosexuality, and Bisexuality by Arthur Frederick Ide. Tanglewood. 4.4(W92):10
Temple University Press
...Stevens, Barbara R. Rev. of Poisoned Ivy: Lesbian and Gay Academics Confronting Homophobia by Toni A. H. McNaron. Temple U. 9.3(Fa97):8
Third Side Press
...Stevens, Barbara. Rev. of The Mayor of Heaven by Lynn Kanter. Third Side. 10.2(Su98):11
...Stone, Martha E. Rev. of Cancer as a Woman’s Issue Scratching the Surface ed. by Midge Stocker. Third Side. 4.2(Su92):16-17
Tommy100
...Faulkner, Emily. Rev. of Tomorrow May Be Too Late by Thomas Marino. Tommy100. 23.1(Sp11):13
Top Pen Press
...Dartis, Michelle D. Rev. of Shaming the Devil: Collected Short Stories by Winston G. James. Top Pen. 22.2(Su10):13
Torchere Press
...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of I Kiss Girls by Gina Harris. Prizm Book / Torchere Press. 21.1(Sp09):6
Tricycle Press
...Nicholson, Joey. Rev. of King & King & Family by Linda De Haan and Stern Nijland. Tricycle Press. 16.4(W04):3
TRP Cookbooks
...Eriksen, Norman. Rev. of The Butch Cookbook ed. by Leah Lynch, Nel Ward and Sue Hardesty. TRP Cookbooks. 20.4(W08):12
Tundra Books
...Nicholson, Joey. Rev. of Swimming in the Monsoon by Shyam Selvadurai. Tundra. 18.2(Su06):8
Two Lives Publishing
...Kaisen, Jim and Karen Hindhede. Rev. of The Harvey Milk Story by Kari Krakow. Two Lives. 16.1(Sp04):3
...Silverrod, Nancy. Rev. of The Harvey Milk Story by Kari Krakow. Two Lives. 15.3(Fa03):7
UBC Press
...Woolwine, David. Rev. of The Canadian War on Queers: National Security as Sexual Regulation by Gary Kinsman and Patricia Gentile. UBC. 22.4(W10):9
Union Park Press
...Gough, Cal. Rev. of Some of My Best Friends: Essays in Gay History and Biography by A. Nolder Gay. Union Park. 4.1(Sp92):9-10
Unitarian Universalist Association
University of California Press
...Wilk, Joseph. Rev. of *The Queer Composition of America’s Sound: Gay Modernists, American Music, and National Identity* by Nadine Hubbs. U. of California. 17.4(W05):7
University of Chicago Press
...Eriksen, Norman J. Rev. of *The Cassowary’s Revenge: The Life and Death of Masculinity in a New Guinea Society* by Donald Tuzin. U. of Chicago. 9.4(W97):7-8
University of Illinois Press
University of Iowa Press
...Edminster, Bill. Rev. of *Selected Letters of Walt Whitman* by Edwin Haviland Miller. U. of Press. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):15
...Taraba, Suzy. Rev. of *Emily Dickinson: Woman Poet* by Paula Bennett. U. of Iowa. 3.3/4(Sp/Su91):16
University of Michigan Press
...Meggett, Joyce. Rev. of *Bulldaggers, Pansies, and Chocolate babies: Performance, Race, and Sexuality in the Harlem Renaissance* by James F. Wilson. U. of Michigan. 23.1(Sp11):8
University of Wisconsin Press
...Faulkner, Emily. Rev. of *Gay Bar: The Fabulous, True Story of a Daring Woman and Her Boys in the 1950s* by Helen P. Branson and Will Fellows. U. of Wisconsin. 23.1(Sp11):9
...Waldman, Michael. Rev. of *Through the Door of Life: A Jewish Journey between Genders* by Joy Ladin. University of Wisconsin Press. 24.3(Su Supp12):13
Upstart Press
...Ballard, Susan. Rev. of *Psappha: A Novel of Sappho* by Peggy Ullman Bell. Upstart Press. 12.4(W00):5
Urban Institute Press
...Stratton, Steve. Rev. of *The Gay & Lesbian Atlas* by Gary J. Gates and Jason Ost. Urban Institute Press. 16.3(Fa04):6
Volcano Press
...McClamroch, Jo. Rev. of *Lesbian/Woman* by Del Martin and Phyllis Lyon. Volcano. 4.2(Su92):13
Volt Press
...Conner, Tiffani R. Rev. of *The “On” Position: The Sexual (Mis)Adventures of a Hollywood Journalist* by Kate Moan. Volt Press. 18.1(Sp06):10
Welcome Books
...Ward, Nel. Rev. of *Gay in America: Portraits* by Scott Pasfield. Welcome. 23.3(W12):16
Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Whereabouts Press
... [s.n.] Rev. of *Lesbian Travels: A Literary Companion* ed. by Lucy Jane Bledsoe. Whereabouts. 11.1(Sp99):7
White Crane Books
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *A Prophet in His Own Land: A Malcolm Boyd Reader: Selected Writings 1950-2007* ed. by Bo Young and Dan Vera. White Crane. 20.3(Fa08):9
Wildcat Press
...Jones, Arla A. Rev. of *Billy’s Boy* by Patricia Nell Warren. Wildcat. 11.1(Sp99):7
William Morrow
...Anderson, James D. Rev. of *Exiles in America* by Christopher Bram. William Morrow. 19.4(W07):8
...Anderson, Kathy. Rev. of *The Shared Heard [sic]: Portraits and Stories Celebrating Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Young People* by Adam Mastoon. William Morrow. 10.1(Sp98):10-11
Window Books
...Ballard, Susan. Rev. of *The Preacher’s Son* by Marc Adams. Window Books. 12.2(Su00):5
Windy City Media Group
...Lusher, TJ. Rev. of *Gay Games VII: Where the World Meets* by Tracy Baim. Windy City Media Group. 20.3(Fa08):8
Workman Publishing
...Porter, Daisy. Rev. of *Steven Petrow’s Complete Gay & Lesbian Manners: The Definitive Guide to LGBT Life* by Steven Petrow. Workman. 23.3(W12):15
Xlibris Corp.
...Romans, Larry. Rev. of *Dumb Jock* by Jeff Erno. Xlibris. 22.4(W10):8
Yen Press
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *YSquarePlus* by Judith Parks. 21.2(Su09):10
Youth Communications
...Gray, Johnnie. Rev. of *Out With It: Gay and Straight Teens Write About Homosexuality* ed. by Al Desetta. Youth Communications. 21.4(W09):8
Zarahemia Books
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of *No Going Back* by Jonathan Langford. Zarahemia. 22.1(Sp10):9-10
Zumaya Boundless
...Bradford, John. Rev. of *A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to My Sexual Orientation* by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 21.3(Fa09):11
...Bradford, John. Rev. of *Andy Stevenson vs. the Lord of the Loins* by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 21.3(Fa09):11-12
...Clonan, Scott. Rev. of *Operation Thunderspell: Gaylias* by Kage Alan. Zumaya. 23.1(Sp11):17
Audio / Video Reviews by Publisher

[s.n.]
...Gray, Johnnie N. Rev. of Gay Revolt at Denver City Council (Oct. 23, 1973) and the Beginnings of an Organized Gay Community dir. by Jerry Gerash. [s.n.]. 23.1(Sp11):7
David v. Goliath Films
...Nachem, Jesse. Rev. of 8: The Mormon Proposition dir. by Reed Cowan and Steven Greenstart. David v. Goliath Films. 22.3(Fa10):9
Deep Dish TV
Dog Ear Audio
...Forslund, Lisa. Rev. of The Middle of Somewhere by Clifford Henderson. Dog Ear Audio. 22.1(Sp10):7
...Lusher, TJ. Rev. of Cooper’s Deale: A Romantic Comedy by K. I. Thompson; narr. by Nancy Stewart. Dog Ear Audio. 22.2(Su10):9
...Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of Above All, Honor by Radclyffe; narr. by Karen Anton. Dog Ear Audio. 22.1(Sp10):7
Entendre Pictures
...Murray, David C. Rev. of The Fall of ‘55 by Seth Randal. Entendre Pictures. 20.1(Sp08):10
Epiphany Productions
...Otto, John. Rev. of No Dumb Questions dir. Melissa Regan. 24.1(Sp12):13
First Run Features
...Breedlove, W. Stephen. Rev. of Eyes Wide Open dir. by Haim Tabakman. First Run. 23.1(Sp11):6
...Jones, Ruth Ann. Rev. of For the Bible Tells Me So prod. and dir. by Daniel Karlskae. First Run. 20.3(Fa08):10
Frameline [videos]
...Avalos, Xima. Rev. of Mom’s Apple Pie: The Heart of the Lesbian Mother’s Movement prod. and dir. by Jody Laine, Shan Ottey, and Shad Reinstein; narr. by Kate Clinton. Frameline. 19.3(Fa07):11
...Clay, Amanda. Rev. of Come Out Come Out. Frameline. 20.1(Sp08):9
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of Asian Queer Shorts. Frameline. 22.2(Su10):9
...Combe, Dave. Rev. of Decoding Alan Turing dir. by Christopher Racster. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):7
...Corvene, Sarah. Rev. of Fun in Girls’ Shorts 2 dir. by Nicole Brending, Amy Neil, Erik Gernand, Kekeletso Khena and Robert Gaston. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):8
...Forslund, Lisa. Rev. of The Year of Paper prod. and dir. by Kelly Rouse and Nikki Parker; narr. by Perri Gilpin. Frameline. 20.1(Sp08):10
...Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of A Drag King Extravaganza dir. by Clare Smythe and Meaghan Derynck. Frameline. 22.3(Fa10):8
...Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of No Regret (Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien) dir. by Marlin T. Riggs. Frameline. 22.4(W10):6

Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *Changing House* dir. by Z. A. Mortahardjano. Frameline. 22.4(W10):5

Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *Choice of Love* dir. by Eirik Andreas Sandaker. Frameline. 22.4(W10):6

Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *In the Family: Marriage Equality and LGBT Families* dir. by Jen Gilomen and COLAGE. Frameline. 22.2(Su10):10

Shanley, Caitlin. Rev. of *Equality U* dir. by Dave O’Brien. Frameline. 21.4(W09):7


LookOut Films


Out of the Blue Films

Gray, Johnnie N. Rev. of *In Good Conscience: Sister Jeannine Gramick’s Journey of Faith* dir. by Barbara Rick. Out of the Blue Films. 20.3(Fa08):10

Outcast Films

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *Sex in an Epidemic* dir. by Jean Carlo Musto. Outcast Films. 22.4(W10):7

Qwaves Documentary Films

Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *Out in the Silence: Love, Hate, and a Quest for Change in Small Town America* dir. by Joe Wilson and Dean Hamer. Qwaves Documentary Films. 22.1(Sp10):8

Riding the Tiger Productions

Combe, Dave. Rev. of *Two Spirits* dir. by Lydia Nibley. Riding the Tiger. 23.2(Su11):5

Wolfe Video


Clonan, Scott. Rev. of *Mr. Right* dir. by David Morris and Jacqui Morris. Wolfe. 22.1(Sp10):8

Combe, David. Rev. of *David’s Birthday / Il Compleano* dir. by Marco Filiberti. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):5


Forsslund, Lisa. Rev. of *Girl Seeks Girl (Chica Busca Chica)* dir. by Sonia Sebastian. Wolfe. 22.3(Fa10):7

Gossage, Tracy. Rev. of *The Four-Faced Liar* dir. by Jacob Chase. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):6

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *And Then Came for Lola* dir. by Ellen Seidler and Megan Siler. Wolfe. 23.1(Sp11):5

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *Pedro* dir. by Nick Oceano. Wolfe. 22.3(Fa10):9

Gwenwald, Morgan. Rev. of *Steam* dir. by Kyle Schickner. Wolfe. 22.1(Sp10):8

Hribar, Amy. Rev. of *Training Rules* dir. by Dee Mosbacher and Fawn Yacker. Wolfe. 22.4(W10):8

Hribar, Amy. Rev. of *We Have to Stop Now* dir. by Robyn Dettman. Wolfe. 22.4(W10):8


Pasini, Nicole. Rev. of *The Baby Formula* dir. by Alison Reid. Wolfe. 22.2(Su10):9

Shanley, Caitlin. Rev. of *Were the World Mine* dir. by Tom Gustafson. Wolfe. 22.1(Sp10):9

Women Make Movies

McElroy, Kelly. Rev. of *Searching 4 Sandeep* dir. by Poppy Stockwell. Women Make Movies. 22.4(W10):7
...Nachem, Jesse. Rev. of *In Sickness and in Health* dir. by Pilar Prassas. Women Make Movies. 22.2(Su10):10